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Abstract

There is strong evidence to support the assertion that cr¡rrent global business practices

are not ecologically sustainable. Now. more than ever, industry is being urged to reconsider how

it conducts itself. This is due to: (1) growing public concem with environmental issues, (2) the

grorvth of green consumerism, (3) the diffusion of ecologicaÌ values into poltical parties, and

(4) the intensification of regulation of environmental matters. Why business cårries on in an

unsustainable ma¡ner is largely due to the fact that the expense of envùonmental degradation

is for the most part absent ffom the prices set in the markeþlace. This research is a direct

response to the need for more rationa.l and socially-responsible pricing practices.

This practicum describes a number of cu¡rent methods of cost quantification used in

industry, induding activity-based cosiing a¡d quality costing. It then eva.luates these methods

in light of their applicability in determining resource allocation for envi¡onmental protectiory

and whether these methods are in harmony with industry standards and environmental

management and quality systems.

It ihen reviews the intemal cost management practices and envi¡onmental management

strategies of a case sfudy firm, Northem Telecom, in order to develop a framework that rvill

assist the firm's decision-makers in identifying and accounting for environmental costs. The

framework is applied to determine the differential costs involved in the firm's decision to

develop and implement an operating procedure.

The framework helped to identify a number of hidden costs and vectors through rvhich

costs are imposed by the operation. Many environmental costs will have to be estimated, as the

framework does not generate definitive numbers. [n order for the information to be usefu] it must

be used shategically. Recommendations specific to the framervork and for future research a¡e

induded, and a guide for the practical use of the framework is appended.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.0 Background

Society's tolerance for indusirially-induced environmental degradation has never been

lower than at the present time. Many companies are aware of this and are undertaking in

varying degrees environmenta.l initiatives to improve their environmental performance. Even

sq companies grapple lvith the iustification of a.llocating resources to envi¡onmental protection

(EP). This is because there is currently no accepted method of comparing the costs of EP to the

benefits accnring from it. Neither is there an accepted method for accounting for these costs on a

day-to-day basis.

Up until recently there lvas no accepted method for a manufacturing firm to compare its

cosis of quality to the benefits it derived either. However, methods a¡e now available for

determining the 'cost of quality' and 'retum on qua.lity.' Methods have been developed recently

that also allow a company to accor¡nt for activity costs, and for a company to determine where

costs a¡e added during the life-cycle of a company's product.

At first glance, the quality cost method would appear to hold the most prornise for use

in analyzing EP costs. Many 'quality' companies nolv measure their costs of quaìity, and the

Intemationa.l Organization for Standa¡ds is considering merging its 900&series quality

standa¡d with its soon-tobe.released 14000-series environmental management system (EMS)

standard. EP is discussed in trade jouma.ls dealing with quality, (for e.g., see Totaì Quality

Environmental Management). Yet, activity and lifecycle costing are also useful for analyzing

EP costs, thus making them competitors to quality co6ting.

Whichever method a company comes to rely uporl one thing is certain: no matter how

far advanced management accounting techniques become, they will all fall short of ideal if
they continue io measure value a¡d cost on a strictly monetary basis. This point is of utmost

importance in regards to EP, which attempts to mitigate the effects of human mercantile

aciivity on a 5 billion year-old life support system. Once it is realized that the most importânt

planetary systems revolve a¡ound the movement of ene{By-not money-then progress toward

an optimal system can be made. This research attempted to make such progress.
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l.L Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this study was to describe the current methods of cost qua¡tification used

in industry and either select among or integrâte these methods so as to help one firm both assess

and account for its EP expendiiures.

1.2 Objectives

ln carrying out this study, certain objectives were first laid out. In the order that they

were pursue4 these òb¡eciives were:

. to evaluate the current methods of cost quantification used in industry,

. to determine which method, or what combination of methods, best enables the client

firm to evaluate its on-going and one'time EP costs,

. to develop for future use by the client firm an EP cost evaluation f¡amework based

upon the current knowledge of environmental issues as they apply to business and the

specific needs of the client firm (this framework is hereafter referred to as the 'EPC

framervork'), and

. to apply the EPC framework to an applicable problem in the dient firm, so as to test

the EPC framework's usefulness.

1.3 Methods

1.3.1 Qualitative Research

This study falls under the broad category of qualitative researcl¡ as opposed to

quantitative research, which typically relies upon statistical analysis and the inte!pretation

of empirical data in order to form conclusions. This study sought to solve a problem; it did not

seek to test or validate a hypothesis.

There are a number of researchers who believe that qualitative resea¡ch is

-particularly well-suited for certain areas of inquiry (See Denzin 1970 and Patton 1980). One of

these areas is when a situation is previously unsfudied or a solution to a problem is sought.

Heelan (1983) adopted a qualitative approach in her analysis of quality circles for this reason.

Th¡ee other qualitative research cha¡acteristics (Eisne¡ 1991) apply to this study: "qualitative
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studies tend to be field-focused; in çalitative siudies the resea¡cher âcts as instrumenÇ and

quaÌitative studies become believable because of their...instrumentat utility."

There was a need to'ground', or operationaìize, the EPC framework by conducting an

inductive study, so that the findings of the study rvere not implausible. This was done by

eliciting the help of the dient firm in developing the model. It helped to avoid reliance upon

the idea thât the resea¡cher is the primary source of 'knowledge. good sense, and sound logiC',

a problem identified by Bruyn (1.%6: 12). Detailed analyses of the heuristics involved in
subiective assessments are provided by Cooper and Chapman (1987: 93) and Mock and Vertinsþ
(1985: æ) and these were reviewed in order to avoid some of the problems of qualitative

research from occurring during this study. Primary among these problems is the researchey's

failure to be objective and minimÞe biases.

1,3.2 Sample Source

The development and evaluation of the framework was carried out at a manufacturing

facility belonging to Northern Telecom Limited (see Appendix 1 for background information). It
was chosen for a number of reasons. First, there was and is a high degree of interest and

cooperation among management to deal with environmental issues. Second, at the time the

research began the facility lvas having difficulty assessing a number of expenditures related to

EP (namely, a cornmitment to the full implementation of an envi¡onmental management

system). Third, the researcher worked at the plant for hvelve rveeks (developing the

envi¡onmental management system) prior to conducting the resea¡ch and so was familiar with
the operation.

It is worihlvhile to discuss the envi¡onmental eÍhcacy oI this operation as it is, in terms

of environmental performance, somewhat typical. The operation is indicative in this sense of

many other large, multi-national businesses, which have the resources to maintain relatively

high performance standa¡ds. The result of choosing zuch an operation is that this study

provides conclusions which have greater applicability. Ihis reiates to rvhat yin (1989: 40)

terms extemal validity.

The environmental effects of this operation may be dassified as relatively benign. This

is because there are industries which have a far greater effect on the environment: chemical

manufacturing, pulp and paper, forestry, and oil and gas to name a ferv. This is not to say there
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a-re no envirotunental effects; in fact it was only up until a few years ago that this firm,s

elimination of chlorinated fluoroca¡bons (CFCs) drelv much media attention.

The primary effects that the operation of the firm has on the envhonment are mostly

atmospheric in nature: lead polìution from soldering activities, the release of volatile o¡ganic

compounds (VOCs), and to a lesser extent ozone depletion from the use of HCFC deanes on

circuit boa¡ds. Aga.in, these effects are of a small magnitude, relatively speaking. Secondary

effects stem from the demand for coal-generated elect¡ical enelgy, water, and office supplies.

Waste production and a certain amount of potential damage which may occur from the

improper handling of hazardous goods such as acetone, battery acid. and lead d¡oss are also to

be considered, An additional list of concerns indudes effects which stem from the activities of

suppliery such as solder and chemical manufacturers, and contractors, such as cafeteri4

custodial, and landscaping suppliers. The toial of these effects a¡e substantive in amount a¡d
magnitude, which is one reason why there is a large number of relevant envi¡onmental

regulations goveming the facility (Appendix 2).

L.3.3 The EPC Framework

1.3.3.L Preparation

The research process began with a general review of the current and appropriate

meihods of cost accounting and cost determination. This review was supplemented with a

review of the envirorunental issues, lalvs, and standards facing business today. The purpose of

taking such a wide approach was to ensure that the research question was addressed in an

interdisciplinary and holistic manner.

1.3.3.2 Review of Environmental Management Shategies

The resea¡ch next involved a review of the dient firm's envi¡onmental management

strategies. This involved an examination of corporate.level documents, reportq and

presentation materia.ls as well as discussions with corporate.level and operationJevel

environmental specialists. The purpose of this review was to gain an understanding of the

context in which the research was carried out and determine the general needs of the client

firm.
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1.3.3.3 Method-Feasibility Assessment

So that the EPC framework was specifical.ly tailored to the needs of ihe client firm,

the current methods of accounting used by the operation and any other relevant needs had to be

assessed. It was decided that representatives from those functionaì areas using the framework

would have to be contacted and their input documented. This was done by contactint the

respective heads or senior members of the quality, accounting, resource protection, and

engineering departments; who then either offered thei¡ own or a suitable subordinatds time for

an interview. These individuals were then provided with an outline of the resea¡ch with
salient background information (Aþpendix 3), which they were given time to read. The

researcher then sat down with these individuals for an average of one hou¡ and ca¡ried out the

intervielvs, which were recorded on paper, If da¡ification was needed regarding any of the

conìments¿ the individua.ls lyere subsequently contacted by telephone.

1.3.3.4 Formulation

After these assessments occurred, a hypothetical EPC framelvork was developed. This

was done by combining the information which appears in the literature review with that

obtained from the firm's representatives. The resuÌt lyas a framework designed to model the

decision-making process and the environmentally-related costs incu-rred and imposed on society

by the firm. The framework was designed to give visual clues and stimuìate thinking about EP

costs. This framework was firrther supplemented with two smaller decision-making modelg

which a¡e referred to as the Contingency Decision Tree and Risk Factor Evaluation models.

1.3.3.5 Evaluation

The EPC framervork was then applied to a real-ivorld situation in the dient firm. This

consisied of an analysis of the differential costs of developing and implementing a single

procedure needed to partly fulfill the Intemational Organization for Sta¡da¡ds' (ISO's) soon-

to'be'released environmental management system (EMS) standard requirements. Chapter 4

demonstrates the use of the framework in this situation. This gives interested parties the

chance to see how the framework operates, how it is beneficial, and to see its limitations.
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1.4 Statement of Need

The client firm is currently unable to adequately measure a¡d control its EP costs and

satisfactorily aÌlocate the firm's resou¡ces. Nor is the client firm cunently able to consistently

and quantitatively demonstrate the financia.l importance of environmenta.l protection and

identify areas where environmental improvements should be made. If the EPC framework does

what is intended, it will "strengthen the linkage between the corporate accounting system and

the environmental management systenl" a general need of business identified by Willits and

Giuntini (1994). tástly, the client firm has identified a need io conduct an assessment of the

risks it poses to the health and safety of its workers and the public, and risks to the

environment.

This fi¡m's need for ân EPC framework is not unique, as most firms do not have an EPC

framelvork available to them. This is not surprising given the infancy of envi¡onmental

protection initiatives and the fact that "the literature on management of environmental issues

provides very little guidance on how to forge a link between the normative and the practical"

(Corbett and VanWassenhove 1993). Therefore this research is needed not only by the dient

firm, but other firms as well.

1.5 Assumptions

An assumption that wârrants attention is that co¡porate environmental protection is

desirable by industry. This assumption seems legitimate in view of a number of features which

characterize the present era of environmentalism. These indude growing public concern tvith

envi¡onmenta.l issues, the growth of green consumerism, the diffusion of ecological values, and

the intensification of regulation of envi¡onmental matters (McGrelv 1993). If it were the case

that EP was not considered important, then this resea¡ch would not be needed.

1.6 Definition of Terms

Some terms that are used frequently in this research require qualification.

Enuironment

The term enoironm¿¡¡ú will be taken hereinafter to mean the components of the Eanh,

and includes
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(a) land, water, and air, induding all layers of the atmosphere,

(b) all organic and inorganic matter and living organisms, and

(c) the interacting natural systems ihat indude components referred to in (a) and (b).

( 5 2(1) CEAA c.37 1992)

Protection

The term environmental protection, (EP) is also often used. Its use is not intended to

imply that an entity necessarily protects the environment, as few if any firms

contribute a benefit to the environment. Accordingly, envhonmental protectionmeans

the purposive minimization or mitigation of the firm's effect on the natural

environment.

Cost

The following cost definitions, provided by Hansen et al. (1995), a¡e used in this

Practicum:

Cosú is the cash or cash equivalent vaìue sacrificed for goods and seryices that a¡e

expected to bring a current or future benefit to the organization.

An internøl cosú is any cost that is both incurred and bome by an organization.

An external cosÉ is any cost that is incurred or caused by an organization but which is

bome by society.

Management

Drucker (1974: 399) provides an eloquent definitíon, whercinmanag¿m¿n f contributes to

"Ihe creation of a productive entity that tums out more than the sum of the resources put

into it and Ihe harmonization in every decision and action of the requirements of the

immediate and long-range future.

Quality

Quality is the "totali$ of features and cha¡acieristics of a product or service that bea¡

on its ability to satisfy given needs" (ANSI/ASQC 1978), or "the essential cha¡acter of

something" (Morse 1993). It is not meant to convey the same meaning as the adjective

good,
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1.7 Organization of the Practicum

This practicum is composed of six parts, five of which are separate chapters. The first

chapter lays out the background. objectives, the methods of achieving those objectives, ard

some limiiations and terminology.

Chapter two is a review of the relevant literature pertaini¡g to this study. It is in
drapter two that the costs and benefits of EP are identified, ihe systems approach to EP

discussed, a number of standards guiding industry elaborated upon, and the methods of cost

accounting and determination briefly examined.

Chapter three concerns the information obtâined from the dient fírm on its

environmental management strategies, its current manner of accounting for EP costs, how that

firm incorporates EP into its financial decisions, and on some of its future needs rvith regards to

EP costing.

Chapter four inhoduces a framervork rvhich rvill allow the client firm to analyze its EP

costs; applies the framework in a practicâl situation for demonstrative pu¡poses; and discusses

the results and limitations of the application.

Chapter five summa¡izes and condudes the resea¡ch and offers recommendations for

the dient firm and for future research. A sixth section, the appendix, contains a number of items

referred to in the body of the practicum.
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Chapter 2 - Review of Related Literature

2.0 Introduction

A manufacturing firm must add¡ess environmental matters if it is to survive in today's

increasingly legislated, publicly accountable, and highly competitive global marketplace.

This is not to say that any less attention should be paid to a firm's cost and other concerns in

doing business, as attention can be paid to all of these areas simultaneously. However, for a

firm to do thiq an understanding is needed of the reasons lvhy it shouJd: (a) enhance iis efforts

at environmental protectiory (b) use the systems approach to environmental management, (c)

concem itself with both the explicit and implicit standards which are placed upon it, and how

it should (d) extend its measurement of costs to indude non-monetized cosþ i.e, the costs of

environmental resou¡ces. These a¡eas rvill be discussed in tum in this chapter.

2.1 Eme¡gence of Need to Address Environmental Issues

A major reason for a company to undertake environmental initiatives is economic, being

that the wealth of stockholders is management's top priority @rucker 1984). Of concerrç then,

a¡e the costs and benefits associated with environmental protection-for ihese can be quite

substantia.l. However, there also appear to be ethical reasons driving these initiatives, as

many of the pronouncements (see for e.g., trSD 1992 and UNEP 1991) regarding sustainable

development, if taken at face value, would show.

2.1.L Cost Motivations

Environment-¡elated expenditures are of concem to managers, as iob performance

eva.luation is tied to cost reduction and profitabilty in most fi¡ms. If they ate not of concem,

perhaps they should be, given their potential size. Noranda Minerals Inc reported that it
spent $31 million on environmental initiatives in 1990 (Annual Report 1990). Ontario Hydro's

expenditures on environmental programs readred $375 million by 1990 (Annual Report 1990). In

a sample of 46 of the largest companies in Canad4 Saxe (1993: 44 determined that one half

spend one to five percent of their annual revenues on environmental matters. In the United

States; the Environmental Protection Agency estimated that compliance rvith its rules cost

business $140 billion in 1992, three times what it cost ten yea¡s ago. Further, the proportion of
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U.S. GNP devoted to envi¡onmental protection is projected to grow from 1.2 percent in 1990 to

nearly 3 percent by 2000 (Hemphill 1992).

The costs of envi¡onmental mânagement a¡e both of a one-time ard on-going nature. The

once-ofl or capital costs, a.re the initial investments to control, neutralizg recycle, dispose or

otherwise heat the ouþut of processes (Rothery "1993:72). An example of these costs a¡e the

costs associated with developing and implementing, but not monitoring, an Ep program. These

capital costs also have a greater impact on smaller and marginal, or less profitable, firms

@udek et al. 1990: 38). The on-going or day-to-day costs indude the maintenance of the

environmental component of the compary's assets, staff salaries (for e,g.., for monitoring Ep

programs), consulting fees, staff training, audits, and inspections.

Up until nolv the discussion of environmental management costs related to those costs

incurred by a firm taking action to improve or maintain envi-ronmental performance. There are

significant costs incurred by the firm of not attending to environmental matters. For instance,

the inefficient use of energy, water, or other production inputs and excess waste disposal costs

may be appreciable (Morse 1993). Humankind is nowhere close to the completely efficient

utilization of resources (i.e., 'waste' will probably ahvays be produced). There a¡e the

opportunity costs associated lvith product boycotts due to a poor environmental image. Lastly,

due to customer requirements, there is an additional and potentially significant cost of being

locked out of a hading situation by potentiaÌ suppljers and customers. An example of this is

British relecom's requirement that suppliers give assurances conceming their performance on a

wide range of environmental issues, or they will be excluded from the trading list (Corbett and

Van Wassenhove 1993). With British Telecom buying 25Q000 products from 20,00ù3e000

regular suppliers, this point does not go unnoticed. There a¡e also costs in not being able to attain

or mâintain environmental, industry standards. Rothery (1993) asserts that failu¡e to conform

to an accepted intemational environmental management system standaÌd-namely Iso 1t1000,

which may come into effect as early as 1997-will one day lock firms out of desirable trading

situations.

All of the costs mentioned above ca¡r be dassified as either capital or operating costs.

MacKnight (1994: 5-3) identifies another capital cost which is the cost incurred as a result of a

breach of a¡ environmental lalv. The u.s. Genera.l Accounting organÞation stated in a recent

report surveying nine insurers involved in 1393 environmental lawsuits that the average firm
spent $16 million on each suit (Willits and Giuntini 1994:45). The delays involved in these

zuits, the stress placed upon management and shareholders, and the uncertainty of the outcome

could raise this figure even more (Swanson and Hughes 1990).
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2,1.2 Benefit Motivations

If Cairncross (1992: 177) is correct in sayint that most companies have been driven more

by the anxiety about the costs of getting an environmental decision wrong than the

opportunities from getting it right, then it rvould seem fair io say that the benefits from

environmental mânagement have not been given their due. Yet these benefits, it appears, are

many. The 3M Company may be the most quoted example of an American company reaping

rewa¡ds from enhanced envi¡onmenial protectiory as of 1986 the company's Pollution prevention

Pays (3h) policy has netted the company over $500 million (Shimell 1991:15). Bell Canada

has realized savings of almost $8Q000 annually on janitorial labour, supplies and disposal

costs, all for a $50000 investmeni (Globe and Mail 1992). The retail company Woodwa¡ds

saved $400,000 through its energy conservation program @anls 1992). Xerox daims to have

reclaimed metals from photoreceptors with annual yields of 80Q000 lbs. of nickel, 60e000 lbs.

of aluminum and 16Q000 lbs. of selenium (Xerox 1.991). Kodak claims it has decreased chemicals

requ.ired for producing colour printsby 90% over the last 20 years (Kodak 1991). DuPont is

selling $1 billion worth of safety expertise to industrial customers (Corbett a¡d Van

Wassenhove 7993:'120). A study by INFORM, an American, non-profit environmental research

and education organizatior¡ found that most companies'cost savings can be determined

relatively easily (Underwood and Dorfman 1990: 65).

Saxe (1993) offers a comprehensive list of advantages and benefits f¡om environmental

protection: (a) reduced frequency and severity of environmental problemg (b) improved

efficiency, reduced lvaste and cost savings, (c) improved access to equity and debt capitat þy
satisfying inceasingly stricter lending requirements), (d) improved access to envi¡onmental

impairment insurancg (e) better public and employee relations, (f) better compliance lvith
financial disdosure requirements which increasingly require disclosure of envi¡onmental risks

and liabilities, and (g) greater flexibility and resilience in copíng with the increasing flood of

regulation. Rothery (1993) adds two additional indirect benefits: enhanced corporate image

and marketing capabilities. Simila¡ benefits have beeh identified by at least trvo other

commentators (Iodd 1994; Cameron 1993).

There a¡e three less apparent benefits from envi¡onmentaì investment which accrue to a

firm. The first are the capita.l cost allowance adjustments which may be made in respect of
pollution conhol equipment, although this is currently onìy the case in the provinces of ontario
and Quebec (MacKnight 1994: 5-43). The second benefit is derived from the tax deductible

natule of costs incurred to ensure that the particular business is run in compliance with existing
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regulatory requirements (Ranson 1993). Although both of these items appear âs non-cash items

on the company booþ i.e. there are no cash outlaysper se, they are nevertheless financially

significant. Lastly, an environmental leader will be able to influence industry and regllatory

standa¡ds to his or her benefit by engaging in what is known as 'rent-seeking' (Booz-Allen and

Hamilton, 1991; Thorntorç 1983).

2.1.3 Value Motivations

There are, it can be assumed, ethical or value.driven reasons for pursuing environmental

improvements in day{o-day operations. These ate [kely subtle, although iudging by the

number of sou¡ces @eloitte Toudre Tohmatsu 1993, iISD 192, UNEP 1991) in which there ale

descriptions of companies adopting environmental programs for not merely pragmatic reasons,

but rather for reasons of contributing to the welfare of future generations, one would thhk that

altruism is a significant motivator in corporate board rooms. It is not the purpose of this paper

to explore the degree of altruism which exists among corporate managers, but at least some

philanthopic tendencies exist given the iingoism surrounding the term 'sustainable

development' (See WCED 1987) and industry's participation at the UN conference held in Rio de

]aneiro in June 1992.

22 Emergence of Systems Approach

Many businesses now operate within an environment that is globa.l, complex, and

systematic (Mitroff 1994). This inter-relatedness probably stems f¡om increased technology and

demographic pressures, and certainly exists ât the economic, indusiry, and firm levels. The

recognition of the systemic nâture of firm policy and decision-making has led to new and

importani business science studies. pioneered by f.W. Forrester (1961) and made current by Simon

(1979), Pertow (1984), and Senge (1990), among others.

This systemic approach is evident with regard to environmental initiatives also.

Where firm initiatives began as simplg single-issue responses to problems. such as the

elimination of CFC use, in some cases they have moved to systematic, multi-issue responses. such

âs the implementation of a corporate.wide envi¡onmental protection program (e.g., Northem

Telecom). This is not to say that all firms have comprehensive environmental progratns-
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though this is generally the case in large companies (Rappaport '!992)-- or that all firms a¡e

adopting these programs (Mahon 1982).

It makes sense, thery thai many of the latest management approaches are concerned

with systemic relationships. The most visible example of this in the general business case is

Total Qualiiy Management (TQM), and in the environmental case, the environmental

manâgement system (EMS).

2,2.1 T otal Quality Management

The concept of quality as it relates to a firm's entire procurement productiory and

distribution process emerged in the 1980s (See Deming 1986; Ishikawa and Lu 1985). The

approach has became known as Tota.l Quality Management (TeM), a key objective of which is

the assessment of the sou¡ces of defects in the general manufacturing and management systems of

an organizatíon (Mitroff 1994). TQM is a systematic and cross-fr¡nctional strategy approach.

With the adoption of TqM, new research has emerged. Mosi notable a¡e the findings

that indicate that quality supersedes price in ihe decision-to-purchase (Harrington 1987;

Martin 1987). It appears that the attention to quality may be more than a fad.

As was mentioned earlier, the term quølíty means "the essential cha¡acter of
something." This definition has utility because of its value-neutraìity. This is particularly
important with respect to the environment, where there is a tendency fo¡ discussions tobecome

emotion-charged. using quality in this sense means only that the firm shouìd be judged on its

ability to comply with the demands of its customers. The point is raised because it is logical

today for a firm to i¡clude environmental considerations in its quality initiatives, Caimcross
(7992: 287) recognÞes this:

"Some managers wonder whether traditional definitions of quality that apply to

orstomer satisfaction shouìd be broadened to inco¡porate environmental criteria and

extended to all who are affected by a product from its cradle to its grave.,,

Tuppen (1994) says that: "customers like to do business with a quality company and

increasingly, envi¡onmental concems ate seen as an essential component of quality". The

envi¡onmental consultants at Emst and Young (1994) are of a similar opinion: "one of the items

in an overall environmental business strategy is the quality strategy, rvhich should be designed

to eliminate or minimize ouþuts that have a netative impact on the envi¡orunent," Not
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surprisin& thery is the emergence of Total Quality Environmental Management (TeEM), the

suþect of one joumal and numerous global-level business discussions (see for e.g.., those of the

GlobaI Environmental Management lnitiative---cEMl).

2.2.2 Environmental Management Systems

From this systems approach and the lessons leamed from TQM there has evolved the

enoironmental management system (EMS).l Envi¡onmenta.l management system is the term used

to describe the company structure, responsibilities, practices, procedures, processes and resources

put in place to implement the environmental policy and its associated objectives and targets

(Emst and Young 1994), A¡ EMS emphasizes prevention of adverse environmental effects rather

tha¡ detection and amelioration after occurrence (Willits and Giuntini 1994). Rothery (1993)

agrees with these definitions a¡d adds that for an EMS to be legitimate, accreditation r¡nder a

meaningful standard must be attained. What exactly is a meaningful standa¡d? There are in

fact many different standa¡ds that are both implicit and explicit.

2.3 Emergence of Standards

23.1 The ISO Standards

Less than a decade agq the International Organization for Standards (lSO) a

consortium of standa¡ds bodies from virtually all the rvorld's industrialized nations,

implemented the ISO 9000-series, quality system standards (these are also known in Canada as

CSAZ 299), Soon ISO will release the ISo 14000-series standards, which will add¡ess

envimnmental management systems. ISC)'s latter standard is based upon British Standa¡d 7750

(857750), and in its draft version contains few amendments to 857750. For this reasor¡ the EMS

sianda¡d BSZ50 can be considered Él¡e EMS standa¡d (see Appendix 4). The implicit purpose

behind all of these standards is to reduce, if not eliminatg the number of spurious daims

regarding'quality' and'envi¡onmental competency'.

1 So involved is this concept of the 'system' in the management aren4 that manufacturing
facilities and even industry itself are being viewed by some as analogous to imperfect (i.e.,
open) biological systems. (See Allenby and Richards 1994) This is an important concept as the
alYareness that human activity is inextricably li¡rked to the nafu¡al environment continues to
Srolv'
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The I5O standa¡ds may be integrated in ihe future so that an accredited company will
have a better way of demonstrating legal compliance with environment, health, safety and

quality demands (Rothery 1993), all in one go. It is here in the context of the lso standa¡ds that

one sees â strong connection betrveen quality and environment, and this should suggest that the

concurrent implementation of both standa¡ds should be examined by a firm.

2.3.2 Explicit and Implicit Standards and Environmental Lan¡

standards can be either implicit or expiicit in nature. An explicit standa¡d is defined

by Dale and Oakland (1991: 19) as:

"a technical or manâgement specification or other document. It is a precise and
authoritative statement of the criteria necessary to ensu-re that a material, product or
procedure is fit for the purpose for which it is intended

A look through ISO 9000 series standards, shows that a sta¡dard can be clear in iis
requirements. similarly, a look through the British standards lnstitute's environmental

management system standa¡d BSZ50 shows that an EMS standa¡d can also be quite clear.

For a business, there a¡e advantages and disadvantages to adhering to standa¡ds, On
the downside of moving to standardization, a company may experience a marginal increase in
costs, it may experience many practical obstacles in implementation and enforcement, it rviìl
have to endu¡e the costs of the standa¡dization exercise and maintenancg and it will find its
freedom of choice restricted (Dale and Oakland 1991).

On the upside of moving to standardization a company may experience: reduced

overhead, labour, eguipment, and material costs, siock investment and stores space; improved

availability of parts, ma-nagement control, quality, and reliability; and increased customer

satisfaction, manufacfuring efficiency, communications, and compliance rvith legislation @ale
and Oakiand 1991).

These benefits are usually "proportional to the number of activities that a¡e affected.

by a standard or a group of standards" (Lamprecht 1993). Besides shedding light on why some

companies are motivated to adhere to standards, this delineation of the advantages and

disadvantages of adherence to standards may help to explain why North American businesses

a.re not as familiar or as interested in complying with standa¡ds as their European cor¡nterparts.

As Johnson (1993) observes, the European business milieu is heavily influenced by standards.
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Environmental protection programs are subiect to both explicit and implicit standards.

This is unfortunate for business managers as implicit standards a¡e difficult to define, and thus
adhere to. They exist in numerous quarters, are dynamic, and are open to lvide inte¡pretation. so
a ca¡eful look to find these standa¡ds is required by the decision-maker. one area of major

importance in which to look is the legislatiory case [alv, and the customs which prevail in the

society. These a¡e the standards that mesh with a combination of right reason and the

traditions, customs, and character of the community (Hawey 1994), and so are accepted.

Perhaps an effective lvay of understanding the implicit standa¡ds is to focus on the likelihood
of having to use the environmental due diligence defense, and the sentencing which may result

from the failu¡e to establish it.

2-3.LIDue Diligence

People working in certain industrial occupations are required to keep abreast of
environmental law developments, one of the most significant of which is envi¡onmental due

diligence. Due diligence is defined as: taking all reasonable precautions in the circumstances for
the protection of the environment (saxe 1993b). If it can be shown that all reasonable ca¡e was

taken to prevent an offense, or that the accused believed in a mistaken set of facts rvhiclç if
true, would render the act or omission which constitutes an offense under the act, irurocent, the

accused may escape conviction (Rutherford L992). It appears that if a firm practices due
diligence it will be conforming to a set of implicit standards which govem the firm's EMS.

The elements required to establish the due diligence defense in canada are fairþ well
documented (see Donahue 1994; cameron 1993; currie 1993; Dykeman 1993; saxe 1g3a). A look
at these elements revea.ls that if a firm were to incorporate them into its corporate
environmental policy, see that this policy was incorporated into the firm's envi¡onmental

management system, and then ensure that the sysiem was working, it would likely have

achieved a 'reasonable' level of ca¡e.

Though adhering to an EMS standard .ou"" u .o-p*y beyond mere legislative
compliance, if a firm does not wish to cornmit or have the resou¡ces to fully establisÌç

implement, and monitor an EMS, it could be subject to fines, penalties, and other contingent

liability costs. It would therefore be desirable to estimate the magnitude of these cosþ and to
do this an analysis of the compliance status for each piece of legislation as it applies to the
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firm must be carried out.2 In additiory an analysis of the types and severity of sentencing, and
the prevaiìing enfo¡cement attitude in the jurisdiction must also be carried out.

It should be pointed out that this work emphasizes a canadia¡ analysis, as the
American jurisdiction is different. In regard to the environmental regulatory approach, the
canadian approach has been described as employing a relatively closed, concensual and
consultative approach; the American approach follows a more litigious and adversarial
pattern (Huestis 1993).

2.3,2.2 Sentencing

ln recent years the range of sentencing options for environmental violations has

gradually expanded. A small portion now includes imprisonment, regulatory orders, restitution
orders, forfeiture of property, stop orders, ticketing, absolute and conditional discharges,

suspended sentences, probation. and performance guarantees (swanson 1990). The size and
nature of the penalty which may be conferred upon the business in the event of a conviction is
diverse.

Despite this diversity, the prior quantification of a penarty may be possibre using
historicaj data. I¡ individuaì cases, for instance, the average fine imposed based on 3g1 cases in
ontario in 1989 and 1990 was $11,383 (Huestis 1993). Data on firms being penaJized to the
degree to which they benefited by non-compliance, the so-called connecticut Enforcement plan

(a U.S. term) (Mitnick 1980), is also available.

of cou¡se the legislation also provides figures for quantification. There one finds that
fines on companies for emissions of â contaminant in contravention of the law range from $2000
to $2.5Q000 for a first offense depending upon the jurisdiction Fines for subsequent offenses range
up to $1,000000 and each day of occurrence is considered a separate offense (cIcA 1992). These
penalties also extend to individuals such as directors and officers (see R. o. Bøta lndustries3).

t f q"l:.¿ analysis.was not discused here because of the diversity of legislation in the varying
iurisdictions and the limited scope of the paper. However, an analysisåf the compliance ' '
status of the dient firm was carried out in August 1994.

3 Regina vs. Bata Industrie s Ltd,., (7992) 70 C.C.C. [3rdl 394.
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A corporate decision-maker can obtain a rough idea of the severity of the sentence

handed dorvn by the courts if a situational ana.lysis of his or her fum is conducted. swarson
(1990) identified three broad criteria which may be used: damage, intention, and profit
realized, This is not to say that intent is required, as R, u. Sault Ste. Møri4 has sholvn, onìy

that intent atgravates the sentence.

Swaigen and Bunt (1985:5) provide ¿uì even more comprehensive list of factors which

determine the sentence: (a) extent of the actual and potential damage, (b) intent, (c) savings or

gain derived from the offense, (d) severity of intent, (e) ability to pay, (Ð size and wealth of

the corporatior¡ (g) anthropomorphic factors (corporate character. contrition or remorse), (h)

guilty plea, (i) cooperation or expenditures. (j) laxity of government agencieg (k)

reasonableness of standards, (l) prior convictions, (m) tax consequences of the fine, (n) dismissal

of employees responsible for the offense, (o) ease or difficulty of preventing pollutiorç and (p)

social utility of the enterprise.

In purely theoretical terms the optimal penalty can be determined by the decision-

maken the expected penalty is equaÌ to the expected cost of action to mitigate or avoid

environmental damage. Arlen (1993: 3) elaborates on this principle and has devised an

elaborate equation which represents it.

2.3.2.3 Trends in Enforcement

faws are only as good as the enforcement behind them. Thereforg it is worthwhile to

examine the trends in environmental legislation and common law together with the

enforcement situation in Canad4 so as to aid the decision-maker in his or her estimation of the

costs which the firm may be facing.

The number of industries subject to the scrutiny of envi¡onmental regulators and socie$

in general has increased dramatically in the past thirty years: from 5 major industries in the

1960s to 54 in ihe 1990s (Elkington 1994). The trend in laws governing criminal liabitity for
corporations is towa¡d increased liability (Arlen 1993), although what effect liability has

had on the traditional sou¡ces of ai¡ and water pollution is questionable (Reuter 1988). It
appears also that convictions are justified as virtuaÌIy all of the cases prosecuted to date

4 Regina vs. Ciy of Sault Ste. Marie, (1978) 40 C.C.C. t2dl 353.
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involve the most flagrant of circumstances where accountability lvould be expected @owal and

Ingelson 1993). Saxe's (1993a) observations have led her to the conclusion that the standa¡d for
due diligence in Canada has been rising steadily for the past five years. The support for more

reguJation is also on the increase (Huestis 1993).

The results can be dramatic if enforcement is actively pursued. Following 1988 in
Alberta, the Pollution control division of the environmental departmeni was reorganized to

give more emphasis to the enforcement function in response to the recommendations of a

provincial task force. Fifteen control orders, one stop order, and four tickets were issued in the

fi¡st six months of 1989, compared to the previous amual average of less than six Ministerial

orders and no tickets, established during the period of 1980-88 (Huestis 1993). These numbers

are increasing nationwide (Donahue 1994).

In many jurisdictionq the penalties for envtonmental offenses have not only increased

in number but also in magnitude (Huestis 1993; Dewees 1992). In the United States this also

appears to be the case. ln the 198&89 fiscal year, the EPA imposed some g3Z million in fines for

environmental crimes. That was a quarter of the entire amount levied by the agency since 1974

(Caimcross 1992).

Tort lalv will continue to play only a small part in envirorunental cases. This is a result

of the inherent problems regarding the proof of causation and the limited nature of the standing

to sue. The common law causes of action (e.g. nuisance, strict liabitity) will be used more

frequently if these problems can be mitigated @ewees 1992).

2.4 Accounting for Cost

Looking at the explicit and implicit standards which govern a company's EMS provides

the decision-maker with an idea of the legal and quasi-legal environmental issues wh.ich must

be considered. Horvever, the corporate decision-maker needs quantifiable data in order to make

decisions' Thig it seems, should be provided by the company's accou¡ta¡t or financial analyst,

whose role is to provide financial information. The following section begins by briefly

reviewing some of the traditional and newer ways that these individuals handle such

informatiorç and then moves to a discussion of some of the less traditional costs which are norv

being analyzed.
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2.4.1 The Accounting System ,

An organization's financial information may appear in either of two forms, depending

upon the purpose for tvhich the information is intended. If the i¡formation is to be used

intemaliy, the financial information is prepared according to the conventions of managerial or
cost, accounting. If, on the other hand, the information is intended to be used externally, then it
is prepared accordint to the conventions of financial accounting. some other demarcating

feafures a¡e also of interest. Manageriaì, or cost accounting:

1. places more emphasis on the future

2. is not governed by generally accepted accounting principles

3, emphasizes the relevance and the flexibility of the data

4. places less emphasis on precision and more emphasis on non-monetary data

5. emphas2es the segments of an o¡ganizatior¡ rather tha.n just looking at the

organization as a whole

6. draws heavily from other disciplines

7. is not mandatory

(Garrison 1988: 14)

Traditionally, managerial accounting has allocated costs to a unit of production. one of
the reasons for this is to simplify categorization and minimize computing time. One of the

problems with this method relates to the fact that a substantial amount of the costs incurred by
the organization are not easily assigned to a given product. Factory lighting is an example of
zuch a cost which is usually assigned to 'general overhead'. Di¡ect labou¡ has been the

traditional basis for the allocation of overhead. as it was until recently the major overhead

cost (stevenson et at. 1993). with the natural progression of the technology of information
systems, new methods of allocation and greater possibilities exist for determining production

costs. One such method is activity-based costing,
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2.4.2 Activity-Based Costing

For several years noty, activity-based costing (ABC) has been the pre-eminent topic in

management accounting (Drumheller 1993:27). Activity-based costing, Iike traditional costing,

is designed to inform management about the economics of its past current, and future operations,

but differs in that it allows management to see i¡formation on the quality, process time, and

cost of thei¡ activities (Kaplan 1992). The basic prem.ise of ABC is to cost activities, not

products. Costs are allocated to the products on the basis of the individual product's demand for

those activities. The allocation bases, or cost drivers, are the quantification of activities

performed. Two types of cost drivers eist: those that consume activities and those that consume

resoulces.

One way that ABC currently allocates activities is among four levels: unit, batcll
product-sustaining, and facility-sustaining (Kreuze a¡d Newell 1994). The activities

performed at ihese levels can also be separated into trvo different categories: micro and macro

activities. This distinction allows for more meaningful and efficient use of dat4 as

demonshated by National Semiconducior Corporation in 1991. I¡ their rvords, ,,the micro/macro

distinction is the most significant development in the design of ABC models in recent years',

(furney and Shatton 1992).

Activity-based manâgement provides an organization lvith:
. identification of the sou¡ce of costs by identifying cost drivers
. data to support budgeting by determining the cost/activity relationship of different

activities
. flags to non-value-added âctivities, facilitating the minimization of ryaste of

resources

. bench-ma¡king data to externally set taÌget performance and cost goals

. emphasis on Éixing the source of the problem, rather than treating the symptoms

(Source: Northern Telecom 1994)

Activity-based costing offers great potential for capturing and presenting the effects of É

the overhead that can be attributed to enviÌonmental management: permitting costs,

compliance costs, technology modificatioû environmental auditing, the environmental

management system, risk management, recycling and reuse @rooks eú al. 1993). An important

point to raise here, however, is that ABC does not allow one to decide when environmental
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considerâtions al.e taken into account, if ân investment wilì provide a positive net present

value. For this, a capital budgeting analysis is needed. This subject rvill be addressed shortly.

2.4.3 Full Cost Accounting

Managerial accounting has a number of objectives to fulfill. It must direct managerial

attention to problem a¡eas, provide informational support for managerial decisions. and in

decentralized organizations, promote the harmonization of divisional goals with corporate

goals through perfoÍnance measurement and incentive mechanisms (Iodd 1994). However, can

the present managerial accounting methods do this? No, simply because present cost reporting

systems do not take into account all of the transactions which have an effect on the value of the

firm. After all,

"An objective of financial statements is to report on those activities of the

enterprise affecting society which can be determined or measured and which ate

important to the role of the enterprise in its social envilonment." (Spicer 1978)

Four levels of envi¡onmental costs that are important to a full-cost analysis have been

identified by Bailey (1991). These are: usual and operating costs, hidden regulatory costs,

contingent liability costs, and less tangible costs.

Consider the follolving example of a company that does not accou¡t for the full costs of

carrying on its business activities (from Rubenstein 1992), The company has always been a

leader in meeting regulatory requirements. However, it has been discharging toxic wâstes-

well within stipulated limits-for the last decade. Cleanup costs have been estimated at 9500

million. Based on the recent implementation of joint and several liability, according to

Rubenstein (1992), individua-l shareholders will be iointly and severally liable for the cleanup.

This suggests that on the lvhole, shareholders' income and dividends have been overstated for

the last decade.

Traditiona-l accounting systems have ignored many of these costs because of the

inability or unwillingness of the accountant to provide dear, understa¡rdable information

regarding the kansaction (Hawkshaw 1991), and also because of the absence of the transactiorìs

in the first place (Elias 1995). However, the need io factor in these costs is critical

(Nandakumar 1993; Vredenburg 1993).
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Full-cost accounting, full-cost absorption, or, as it is aìso knowry Total Cost Assessment

(White 1993) has been heavily criticized in the past for its subjectivity. Cobb (1994) points out

that perhaps it was the past system that was subjective. One must question the validity of

assigning zero values to fairly significant items. He is not referring iust to old growth forests and

northern spotted owls (which were essentially assigned zero values in national accounts), but

also the many uncosted or unassigned items lvithin the business. For example, consider product-

related legal expenses. regulatory costs, public relations expenses and the opporfunity costs of.

dean technologies not adopted (Iodd 1994). There a¡e also waste disposal costs which a¡e

perhaps double the actual cost to the company when accor¡nt is made of lost production and

operating costs. When future liability for rvaste is added ir¡ the costs could be doubled again

(Cairncross 1992).

AJlenby and Richards (1.994) suggest that it is not the accountant's aversion to

subjectivity or his or her inability to quantify many of these values that is the sole cause of the

Problem. Much has to do with the fact that most managers a¡e not interested in addiiional cosis

to which they will be held accountable. Envirorunentaì regulatory authorities and accounting

de'making bodies also enter the picture, as further disincentives to adopting the full-cost

approach exist within these groups (Iodd 1994).

This begs the question of what are the teduriques and practices of full-cost accounting?

Unfortunately, there a¡e no generally accepted techniques or practices in place, although work
is still ongoing (Myers 1993; ACA 1992; Society of Management Accountanis of Canada 1992).

Ontario Hydro's work in fr¡ll-cost accounting is particuìarly notable (Elias 1995). Bailey (in

Kreuze 1994) has also moved us somewhat doser to this end as he has identified four generai

levels of environmental costs that are important to a fr.rll-costing analysis: hidden regulatory

costs; contingent liability costs; and less tangible costs, which he terms usual capitaì and

hidden regulatory costs. These indude notificatiory reporting, permitting, monitoring, testing,

training, and inspection procedures. The contingent liability and less tangible cost categories

a¡e much more difficult to estimate.

24.4 Life,Cyde Costing

Before looking at these other cost categories, another accepted costing technique must be

examined. This is life-cycle costing, rvhich "considers the fi¡Il costs over the producfs, system's,

or operation's life cyde-from research through disposal. from cradle to grave,, (K¡euze and

Newell 1994). The implication that life-cyde costing has for analyzing EP costs relates to two
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traditionally ignored siages of the product's life. which are the producfs rise from the natural

resource base and ihe producls expi¡ation, with its attendant affects on this base. The big issue

here, however, is assigning or apportioning responsibility for ihe product at each of these

stages.

2.4.5 Quality Cost Accounting

Another ma¡rner of accounting for cost is the approach used by those trying to hack the

'costs of qualit¡/. This is knolyn as TQM cost accounting. TQM cost accounting is not an accounting

approach per se.Ilis simply a combination of the management, ABC, and perhaps, depending

upon the accountant/ the full-cost approaches.

In ensuring that the manufacturing or service operation's product conforms to the

expectations of the customer, a firm incurs costs (Morse 1993). Likewise, a firm incurs costs in

failing to ensure conformance. (Incidentally, this is no different in the case of a firm's âssurance

or failufe to ensure environmental quality: costs ale incuned, and so the terms are

interchangeable.)

The overriding objective of quaiity cost control is simply to ensure that management has

â systematic means of planning and conholling quality costs (Morse 1993). The financial

consequences of quality problems can thus be quantified and areas for quality improvement and

cost feduction identified (Rust et al. 1994).

Typica.lly, the only cost attributed to poor quality and identified rvith individua.l

products is the direct cost of defective units produced during the manufacturing cyde

(Nandaì<umar et al. 1993). Take the example of an environmentally 'defective' product, an

uneasily recyded electronic device which, instead of lending itself to quick disassembly, has to

be returned to the ma¡ufacturer. The direct cost of this 'defect' is the cost of handling and

disassembly.

There are, however, indirect and intangible failure costs to be taken into account (Carr

and Tyson 1992). The indirect costs are costs concealed in other categories, such as overhead. For

example, the costs of handling product 'A"s haza¡dous waste is an indirect cost if it is allocated

to general ove¡head on product 'A', ts', and 'C'. The intangible costs are ihe opportunity costs

associated with the 'defective' product. Again using electronic equipment as an example, there

is the opportunity cost of a customer buying a more easily recyded product from the competition.
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These opportunity costs can be substantial. In the general quality context these can be as high as

th¡ee to four times that of out-of-pocket failure costs (Brown and Kane 1984).

There is an accepted classification of quaìity costs as either voluntary or involuntary

costs. Voluntary costs are made up of prevention and appraisal costs (see Figure 1), and

involuntary costs are made up of intemal and extemal failure costs (falley 1991: Figure 6-2;

Edmonds et a.l. 1989). Iniemal costs apply to those that are dealt with in-house a¡d extemal

costs are those that male it to the markeþlace and are returned.

ln terms of environmental qua.lity costs, appraisal, detection, and prevention costs are

essentially the costs of maintaining and monitoring the environmenta_l management system or

protection program. This indudes audit and inspection costs and staff training costs.

Failue costs stem from internal and extemal failures. Intemal failu¡e costs are those

costs lvhich have resulted from less than 'opämal' environmental performance: waste tipping

fees over and above those considered to be necessary; and resource use simiìarly considered

'excessive.' External costs a¡e the estimated contingent liability costs along with the

opportunity costs incu¡red as a result of 'poor' environmental performance.

Another intemal failure cost, lvhich is involuntarily assumed, would be the inefficient

use of electrical energy, and an externaÌ failu¡e cost would be a fine levied by a govemrnent

agency for the violation of an environmental regulation. As the firm enlrances environmental

protection efforts (i.e., prevention costs), external and intemal failure costs diminish to zero. ln
Figure 1, protection and appraisal costs g¡otv exponentially as the firm improves its

environmental record.

The problems with existing quality cost reports are worth noting as they have bearing

on the analysis of envi¡onmenta-l quality costs. Morse (1993) has identified five such problems:

1. Much of the information is subjective,

2. Important costs, such as opportunity costs, ate omitted.

3. Overhead rvaste cost assignments may be imprecise. Should overhead waste

allocations made for extemal reporting purposes be included in the cost of waste? Some

think that these overhead costs will be canceled by the increased overhead costs

which will be attributed tq for example. prevention.

4. Qualiiy costs may not be relevant betrveen periods of differing levels of activity.

5. Effort and accomplishment may take months to pay off.
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Cost Per Good
Un¡t of Procfucl

Oual¡ty of
Conlofmance

Figure 1: Juran Model of Quality Costs (Carr and Tyson 1992)

2.4.6 Determining the Optimal Amount of euality Costs

When considering whether to measure çality costs, one is confronted immediately

with the skepticism of Edwa¡d Deming, who thinls that attempting to measure the costs of

quality is a "waste of time" (ín Rust et al. 1994). Morse (1993) concurs, pointing io the dynamic

natu¡e of quaÌity relationships and the difficulty in precisely measuring the costs.

However, the question of how much should be spent on quality control is worth asking

(Can and ryson 1992), and this is no less the case regarding environmental costs. Determining

how costs actually behave will allow for better poliry-makíng. Looking back at Figure 1, it
may appear that the firm should spend up to the point where the total costs of qua.lity are

minimized. This was the view up until recently (Edmonds 1989; Broh 1982), aìthough it may be

incorrect (Rust et al. 194). What if, as Carr and Tyson (1992) point out, prevention and

appraisal costs a¡e only a small portíon of the total costs? Such may well be the case as

haditional cost systems have tended to focus only on direct costs (Nandakumar et aI. 1993). The

thrust of the argument set out by Carr and Tyson (1992) is that faiìure costs are genera.lly

underestimated when a quality cost assessment is made. This underestimation may promote and

encourage behaviour that contradicts colporate shategies with regard to efficient resource
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allocation and consumption (Myers 1993). such an underestimaiion may be even greater in the

case of the assessment of environmental quality costs. This is because contingent liability costs

and opportunity costs can be very large, and are seldom estimated.

Figure 2 shows a different set of cost curves than those traditionally used in quality
system costing. with no minimum total cost âppearing before the 100 percent 'defect'rate, the

effect that the accepta.nce of this model will have on corporate policy should be clea¡: there

will be no point at which the firm has optimized its defect rate or, in this research case, degree

of environmental protection. A firm must therefore continue spending money on appraisal and

preventiory and will not have iustification for curtailing its attention to quality improvement.

If this is indeed true, it would benefit corporate strategists anyrvay. This is because the failure

to pursue the highest 'quality' undermines not only the spirit of TeM but also the spirit of due

diligence. This latter point may be critical when a company is brought before the courts, for if
they believe that a company has had no eye to continued improvement, higher penalties. thus

higher failure costs, may result,

Total Costs

Total
Failure
Cost

Pocket
Failure Cost

of Appraisal
Prevent¡on

Total
Quality

Cost

Qualily Loss
Level

Figure 2: Revised Model of Quality Costs

Zero
Loss

(Source: Can and Tyson 1992)

There are, ther¡ a number of strategic approaches to choose from for a company in
pursuit of quality. (1) Adopt the dassic cost of quality model [Figure 1], (2) focus on the

reduction of failure costq (3) u¡derscore non-financiaì, 'hard" statistical process control

numbery or (4) concentrate on output measu¡es of conformance [Figure 2](carr and ryson 1992). It
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seems that approaches to envi¡onmental protection tend to be centered a¡ound number one, given
many managers' âpprehension around environmental issues. This is not surprising given the

philosophical debate over the issue of when social costs become a firm's costs (i.e. private
costs).

The implications which result from Nandakuma¡ et al.'s (1993) analyses are that a
co¡porate environmental policy should be centered on number four, a concentration on output
measures of quality conformance. Their stochastic dynamic programming analysis points to
conditions under which this policy is optimal. The first is when there are high levels of
capacity utilization and the second is when high costs of intemal and extemal failure may
occu¡. such high costs might be the case, for instance, in the event of an accidental spill of a

haza¡dous chemical that is used in day-to-day production. Therefore, an environmentally
'risþ' firm is one which shor¡ld pursue 'zero defects.'

2.4.7 Environmental euality Cost

what remains is the identification of the cost components of environmentaì quality and
the other accounting methods previously discussed. Betinning lvith environmental quality
costs, we see that they a¡e the combination of failu¡e costs----contingent liabiJity and

opportunity costs-and pfevention and appraisal costs-the costs of establishing.

implementing, and monitoring the envi¡onmental management system or plan.

24.8 Contingent Liability Costs

Another group of costs which traditionally have not appeared in financial statements

are those relating to the occurrence or non-occurïence of fufure events. These are contingent

Iiability costs. section 3290.02 of the canadian tnstitute of cha¡iered Accountants Handbook

defines contingency as "an existing condition or situation involving uncertainty as to possible

gain or loss of an enterprise that will u.ltimately be resolved when one or more future events

occur or fail to occu¡." Kreuze and Newell (1994) define contingent liability costs as ,,penalties

and fines for non-compliance and legal daims, awa¡ds and settlements for remed.ial actions,

personal injuries, and property damage for fuh¡fe routine and accidental environmental

concems". A contingeni liability is thus a temporally-elusive debt owed to outside parties,
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A contingency may be represented by the standard probabilistic situation in Figure 3,

rvhich is essentially a model for determining expected value. E represents the occurrence of a
future event and E'the non-occurrence of that event. Xf and Xu represent both favourable and

u¡Javourable outcomes conditional upon the occurrence or non-oco[lence of E. ln our case, suppose

that E represents the confi¡rnation that a charge has been laid against the firm. The

probability of this occurring is n. The outcome of this charge may be no monetary penalty, Xl or
a less favou¡able outcome, a penalty, Xu. Xf and Xu a¡e conditional upon the probability of
incurring the penalty, p.

If estimating the company's cost of regulatory compliânce is difficult, as Holman ef
al ,'s (7982 &1985) rvork suggests, estimating the cost of non-compliance is even more difficult.
As commentators working in this area have found çantifying such a debt or cost is not an easy

task (Goodman 1994; Kreuze 1994; Rust et al. 1994).

For the accounting professional, there is a fundamental conflict in any subjective

estimation. on the one hand, "financial reporting should provide informâtion to help present
and potential investors and credito¡s and other users in as,r¿ssing the amounþ timing, and

uncertainty of prospective cash receipts" (Finarcial Accounting standards Boa¡d (us) sF.A,c No.

7,pan,37, emphasis added). On the other hand, ,,the accountant is obliged to adhere to the

tests of consisiency and professionaì consensus" (Mock and Vertinsþ, 19g5).

However, this conflict is only problematic in the case of extemal reporting. ln reporting

to the public in financial statements, there is the possibility that the person preparing the
information is doing so in a manner favourable to the firm. For instance, if the âccounta.nt

believes that his or her company will face a fine of 91,00Ç000 for negligence, and he or she

knows that the fine rvill be raised if this amount is stated in the company's financial reports

prior to the courls decision, he or she would be better off understating the amount. ln the case of
internal reporfing, on the other hand the use of estimation is desirable and is not so greatly
influenced by biases or subiect to conflicts of interest. It is reasonable then to estimate the

amount of an environmentally-related contingent liabiliiy if the figure is to be used only for
intemaì purposes.
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Figure 3: Contingency Decision Tree (source: Thorntor¡ 1983)

Besides the costs one normally associates lvith coniingent liabilities, i.e. penalties,

fines, performance ordery etc., there is an additional type of contingency known as the

contingency of change. The contingency of change relates directly to those liabilities mentioned

above in that as time protresses, costs increase. True, economists have shown that a dolla¡

today is rvorth more than a dolla¡ tomorrow; but ferv wou.ld disagree that in most instances

current environmental costs are rising more quickly than the dollar is falìing.

Perhaps the contingency that is most worth addressing is that lvhich is now costing

many industries the most amount of money, contaminated site restoration. Consider the

situation in the United States, a jurisdiction not entirely unlike our own:

" out of a universe of 425,000 potential National Priorities List sites, a mere 15,000 are
ultimately listed for dean-up. The resulting cost will range from $675 billion to more
than $1 trillion." (Cheek 1989)

Today, site contamination is limited more or less to the property on which operations

were carried out. Tomorrow may see a host of new resporsibilities for a firnç if these

fesponsibilities a¡e extended to the water lvhich florved from the operation or the air lvhich

drifted across it. I¡ other words, the word siúe may be redefined in the near future.

2.4.9 Opportunity Cost

A¡other cost besides the contingent liability cosi which must be eventually factored

into the fnll cost of a product, process, or activity is the opportunity cost.T"l'e term opportunity
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cosf is used from time to time in this study and is important in considerations of human

interaction with the environment. An opportunity cosf is the poteniial benefit that is lost or

sac¡ificed when the selection of one course of action makes ii necessary to give up a competing

course of action (Garrison 1988: 116). Rapid depletion of a non-renewable resource imposes an

opporhrnity cost on future generations.

It wot¡ld seem that the only costs that the firm internalizes âre those that appea¡

somewhere in the company's financial statements. With respect to envi¡onmental costs, such

intemalZed costs may indude pollution abatement technology, contaminated site remediation,

and compersation to members of the community who were injured as a result of the company's

operation. However, it can be argued that there a¡e costs that the company internalizes which

do not show up in the company's financial statements. Again, with respect to the envimñment,

these indude lost revenue as a result of a customer buying elservhere: (1) due to negligence on the

company's part-for example, Union Carbide in Bhopal, or (2) due to the failure of the

company to be perceived by the customer as a 'g¡een' company---such as The Body Shoppe.

These implicit, internal costs also include the cost of having to borrorv capital at high rates, if
banks perceive the company to be environmentally 'risry, and the foregone benefit of a tax

deduction offered by the govemment to those implementing pollution abatement technology,

reducing their eneqgy use, or investing in environmental preservation or restoration projects.

Therefore, it is important to consider not only the costs that appear in the financial

reports, but aJso those that do not-a business intemalizes both. Again, opporiunity costs must

now be considered, especially "f we a¡e to move Érom the accountanls vielv of profit to the

economisfs view of profiy'(Kempner 1987: 3S9þ-keeping in mind that legislation is policy and

economists a¡e policy makers.

25 Capital Budgeting

The previous discussion of systems of accounting by-and-large concemed methods of

accounting for day-to-day or on-going costs. However, many of the most important financial

decisions related to environmental protection involve one-time investments, such as liquid
effIuent treatment, stack scrubbing, energy efficient machines, etc To be sure, these investments

involve on-going costs; nevertheless treating one-time expenditures necessitates an

understanding of what is known as capital budgeting.
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Capital budgeting procedures are those procedures related to investment decision-

making. Kempner (1987) sees these procedures as consisting of four components:

1. the sea¡ch for necessa¡y and desirable projects

2. the evaluation of feasible projects and the specific projects to be implemented

3. the agreement of the amount to be invested in each accounting period

4. the economic and fina¡cial 'auditing' of past investment decisions so as to improve

future ones

The criteria used for evaluating the desirability of projects consists of both qualitative

and quantitative citeria. Some of the qualitative criteria in a manufacturing facility involve

the shop-floor managels estimaiion of need and some involve decisions made by executive

personnel, for instance, a decision to eliminate the use of CFCs. Quantitative criteria appear to

be the more common and prefened criteria (BreaJey et ø1,1986: 11), and they indude budget

allocations as a proportion of department size, rate of retum, payback period and the

discounted cash-flow methods of net present value and internal rate of retum. The method

prefened by many businesses today is the discor¡nted cash-florv method of net present value.

2.6 Strategic Cost Management

Conducting the capitaì budgeting exercise produces information lvhich allows the

decision-maler to see if an option provides net benefits for the company. However, it is not

correct to say that when a cost-determination exercise is conducted it is conducted within the

context of a capital budgeting sysfem. Rather, ¡þs cafital budgeting exercise is conducted as

part of a strategic cost anaJysis, the purpose of which is to ideally "develop and identify

superior strategies that rvill produce a sustainable competitive advantage" (Hansen ef ø/.

1995:664). For this reason, when referring to the method or system used to evaÌuate ,,go/no-go,,

decisions, this practicum will refer to strategic costing.

A strategic cost analysis produces information that is vaÌuable to a firm not because

information is gathere4 but because of the way the gathered i¡Jormation is used. Suppose, for

example, that a company sets out to measure its costs of quality, i.e., prevention, inspectiory

appraisal and failure costs. Once it has compiled this informatiory management will set out to

reduce its costs in each of these categories. However, from a strategic point of view, merely

reducing costs under each category may not be in the company's best interest. It may be better to

focus on the majo¡ co6t components alone. For instance, many companies would benefit from
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solely addressing failure costs, which tend to be surprisingly large. Similarly, a company may

obtain environmentally-relaied cost informatior1 be surprised at the extent of some of the costs,

and benefit from solely addressing certain costs.

2.7 Summary

This chapter reviewed a wide array of topics in order io lay a foundation for this

research. This foundation is based on what drives a company toward establishing

environmental initiatives, the concept of systems management, the laws and standa¡ds which

govern the firm's EP progranç and the methods of accounting for cost and evalûating investment

decisions.

Some condusions a¡e drawn from this review. First, environmental costs can be

substantial to the firm (and even the individual in the firm). Second, it is doubtful that there is

currently a way of measuring the optimal expenditure of these costs so as to realize the

maximum benefit from envi¡onmental expenditures. Third. environmental management systems

are in a stage of infancy, and thus are in need of attention. Fourth, there is a lack of attention by

most corporate cost accounting department to environmentaì issues. Fiftþ environmental

quality is a form of çaüty in general, and similarly environmental quâlity costs are a form of

quality costs.
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Chapter 3 - Environmental Management and EP Cost Accounting Method-
Feasibility at Northern Telecom

3.0 Introduction

This chapter begins with a bríef review of the current state of environmental

management at Northem Telecom, focusing specifically on the Wireless Nehvorks CaJgary

(WNC) environmental management system initiative. This review allows the reader to see the

context in which the EPC framework was developed and the 'method-feasibility discussions

conducted,

3.L Environmental Management

At Northern Telecom's corporate level, environmental management strategies have

evolved over time (See Figure 4). Currently the company is involved in the development and

implementation of corporate-wide environmental management systems (EMSs). These are based

on NT's recently released CS 7000 EMS standa¡d. Key to this development was ihe

identification of a number of primary and secondary pilot sites for the testing and validation of

the ENí,S standard. One such secondary site is WNC. In the very near future. NT corporate

shategists will be'rolling-ouf the EMSs across the company's business units (NT: Environment

and Etfucs 1994).

To understand environmental management as it exists at WNC at the curent time is to

r.rnderstand the current state o{ WNC's EMS. The EMS developed for WNC was designed to

comply with both the general requirements of British StandardBSTTS} (Appendix 4) and the

specific requirements of the NorthernTelecom EMS standard CS 7000. As such it is comprised of

a number of stages, as shown in Figure 5.

By the end of the summer of 1994, WNC had prepared the Register of Regulations and

Register of Environmental Effects and had begun the preparation of a Management Manual

lvherein were to reside a number of operational procedures needed for compliance to the

standard. At the time of writing these procedures had not yet been developed (the required

procedures are listed in Appendix 5)
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Figure 4: NT's Evolution of Environmental Stfaiegies

Time
(Source: Northern Telecom 1994)

There a¡e a number of possible reasons why the operatiorfs management put the further

implementation of the EMS on hold, the determination of which is outside of the scope of this

paper. Nohvithstanding, it seems reasonable, given the preliminary aÌguments in this paper,

that the failure to carry out the implementation of the EMS at WNC may be due in pari to the

inabiJity of management to justify the costs of implementation.

A further important point to note is that the combination of NT co¡porate's assignment

of WNC as a piìot site-which induced WNC on to carrying out an EMS initiative-and

WNC's autonomy resulted in WNC beginning its EMS at an intermediate stage. In a sense, from

WNC's point-of-vierv, the EMS was treated as both a system for all of NT, and at the same

time a system for only WNC. This may have negative consequences for WSC's EMS, as many
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cornmentaiors (ri z. Rothery 1993) point out that formal, toplevel management commitment

must precede system development.

The Environmental Manasement Svstem

Figure 5: The Environmental Management System (Source: Northem Telecom 1994)

3,2 EP Cost Accounting Method-Feasibility Discussions

The operational issue to be add¡essed is horv EP costs will be determined and handled.

What is the most appropriate method of handling these costs and who should determine them?

The use of traditional managerial accounting techniques appears too ìimited. An attempt to

account for full costs aPpea¡s very difficult, as it is certain that there will be disagreement on

the size and certainty of the cost. Perhaps quality costing or activity-based costing offers the

Register of Regulations and Effects

Obiectives and Targets
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best answer. Finally, what environmental considerations should or ca¡ be included in
investment decisions? And rvhat evalutory criteria a¡e to be selected for this determination?

These questions and issues ca¡not be solved within the context of the academic

envi¡onment alone, so they were put to a number of individuals in the dient firm. This enabled

the researcher to not only 'pragmatize' the reseatch. but also to design and suggest a framework

that will allow the client firm to inco¡porate a¡rd control its own EP costs.

In this section the results of the interviews held with va¡ious members of the client

firm a¡e discussed. The questions posed by the researcher were designed to stimu.late discussion

rather than elicit yes/no responses and were of a general nature. They basically asked the

follolving:

o Hory does Wireless Networks Calgary ffNC) currently account for

environmental protection costs?

. Comment on the applicability and appropriateness of ihe activity based

costing, quality costing, and contingent liability costing methods of accounting

for EP costs as I have presented them in the handout (see Appendix 3)

. What i¡rformation would you need to help you account for envi¡onmental

protection costs and who should provide it?

The interviews were conducted in-person over the course of ihe week of F ebruary 77-17,

1995 at Northem Telecom's WNC operation. The following individuals' responses were

obtained and documented. Their titles are followed by two figures: the first represents their

time in years with Northern Telecom; the second their time in years in the curreni role.

. Manager of the Quality department, 2014

. Accounting specialist in charge of developing and implementing activity-based

costin& 1/ 1

. Manufacturing Engineering engineer in charge of Capital Funds Appropriation

prepa¡ation (i.e., the capital budgeting exercise). 3/1
o Resource Protection specialist, 7.5/7

These individuaÌs' responses are ordered according to the above list for each of the

following subject categories: existing methods of accou¡ting for costs, quality cost accounting,

activity-based costint, contingent liability accounting, capital funds appropriation, and

general comments.
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3.2.1 Existing Method of Accounting for Costs

. Manager of the Quality department

The QuaÌity manager, when asked about the ma¡rner of accounting for his departmenfs

costs, stated ihat the Quality division receives only "enough to maintain and work towa¡d

improvement." Further, he said, there a¡e no excess resources.

. Accounting specialist

At the present time Northem Telecom's WNC operation does not account for its EP costs

per se. The Resource Protection division does record the part of the Customer Satisfaction

department's budget that it receives and broadly categorizes its costs among healtþ safety,

and environment activities; however no further disaggregation occurs. Similarly, the quality

division receives a portion of the Customer Satisfaction departmenfs funds but costs a-re not

tracked for specific activities.

. Manufacturi¡g Engineering engineer: No comment in this area.

. Resource Protection specialist:

The Resource Protection departmenls costs are not tied to any specific performance

criteria. The costs a¡e considered part of general overhead and the budget is based on previous

period needs and projected changes.

3.22 Quality Cost Accounting

. Manager of the Quality department

The quality manager said that the quality cost model would be useful for management

purposes, although he preferred the ABC model for operationaÌ purposes. Conceming one

appraisal cost, auditing, the quality representative pointed out that auditing costs must be

broken down among the cosùs of the audit of documentation and the costs of the audit of

compliarce to documentation. so as to make the EP system compatible with that of the quality

system. Further ihese two types of audits a¡e not conducted with the same frequency, the former

being conducted once a year and the latter ideally quarterly. These distinctions were lacking in
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the quality cost model presented to him. Nor did the quality model identify the one-off cost of

establishing the documentatiorç which can be significant.

The¡e is aìso the orrrent belief of the quality manager that audits are a cost of doing

business, and this is why they are relegated to general overhead. Audits for complia_nce to

documentatior¡ he points out, are currently being conducted by corporate rather than location

auditors, a¡rd this makes tying these costs to a specific activity difficult.

It is this differentiation befween operational and corporate responsibilities that

predudes determining which of ihe hvo cost of quality models (see Figures 1 and 2) is correct

overall. The quality mânager suggests that it may be possible to optimize EP costs at the

operational level; but not at the colporate level. This is because the external and internal

failure costs a¡e much more sigrrificant at the corporate level, Opportunity costs of alienated

customers, and litigation involving corporate council a¡e neither immediately nor directly felt

by an operation.

The issue of prioritizing the various qua.lity costs a¡ose in the discussion with the

Quality manager. He suggested looking at and addressing the most significant failure costs

first, These rvould be determined, as is typicaìly the case, intuitively.

Another suggestion given by the Quality manager is that the relationships betrveen

failure and prevention/ appraisa.l costs be established. For instance, holv does documentation or

product desip relate to defects? What is the cause and effect? Would overall environmental

awareness have a large effect on envi¡onmental 'defecis'. as he thinks it lvould? Would failure

costs dedine in a stepwise fashion as a technological breakthrough such as CFC substitution

occu¡s?

. Accountint specialist: No comment in this a¡ea.

o Manufacturing Engineering engineer: No comment in this area.

. Resource Protection specialist

The Resou¡ce Protection representative stated that failure costs have attendant support

costs which should be considered,
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3.23 Activity Based Costing

. Manager of the Quality department

While not discounting the utility of the quaìity modèl for environmental purposes, the

quality manager preferred the ABC model for "action," or operational purposes. He criticized

ABC on only one count: that it is reactive in nature. Reliance on such a tool, he stated, only

addresses the s)¡mptoms and not the causes.

. Accounting specialist

It is necessary to describe how NT WNC cunently carries out activity-based costing. NT

follows the method of identifying and then assigníng cost drivery whether these cost d¡ivers

are related to costs of activities or resources. Not all firms aggregate related micro activities

into macro activities. Further, those that do aggregate related micro activities into macro

activities tend to compile cost information for micro activities. NT does not compile micro cost

information, and this is where NT may be unique. According to her, at the current time, micro

activiiies do not have monetary costs assigned to them; rather cost figures are assigned onìy to

macro activities. Aìso sigrificant is the fact that the Resource Protection department conducts

neither mic¡o nor macro a-na.lyses; all costs a¡e allocated to WNC's general overhead.

The reason given as to why ABC is not c¿rried out in the Resou¡ce Protection a¡ea is

simple, according to accourting: the benefits that could be derived from having the data

outweigh the costs of obtaining it. However. some information is available that will allorv

ABC to be used for EP cost accounting purposes. First, quality costs for specific activities relating

to all indirect support at l4¡NC is obtained. Second, attachment of the above costs to product

families is carried out.

The accounting representative identified some of the barriers that might prevent the

use of ABC in accounting forEP costs. First, ABC only accounts for costs directly related to

indirect support I nside the building. Second, ABC is useful only if activities are linked to the

appropriâte drivers and these drivers can be quantified and forecasted. Thi¡d, ABC is only as

accurate as the information which is provided by the department. Fourth, acceptance of ABC

data at WNC is still moving quite slowly.

This fourth barrier may be descibed as a behavioural barrier. Some of the issues that

should be considered under this topic, as noted by accounting, include:
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. senior management buy-in

. determination of the benefits to individuals

. acceptance occurs only gradually

. visibilit/ of the issue must be high

. the best possible data rvith the minimum amount of support is a necessity

It must be mentioned here as a conclusion to the discussion of ABC. that value.chain

analysis, which adds a temporal dimension to ABC, is also beginning to be used by NT

Corporate and NT WNC.

. Manufacturing Engineering engineer: No comment in this a¡ea

. Resource Protection specialist: No comment in this area

3.24 Contingent Liability Accounting

. Manager of the Quality department

The Quality manager was uncomfortable lviih this component of the information

package handed out to respondents. On the one hand he felt that its use would invoke fea¡

among m;rnagers and this could lead to hiding things. On the other ha¡d he did feel it would

instill a much needed sense of urgency. If managers' have as their primary aim the reduction of

costs, ihis model will allow EP to be grouped with ostome¡ satisfaction and product

improvement.

The quaiity manager a.lso felt that NT should adopt the perspective of the customer

when determining how far to go in avoiding contingent liability costs. This he said wouìd

currently mean that NT should work towa¡d the 'zero defecf level of EP. Nevertheless he did

want to demonstrate that NT is sometimes moved to act beyond the requirements of its

customers, using the example of holv NT aided industry in its efforts to eliminate the use of

Éreon.

This individua.l lvas aìso able to comment rvhen asked about how one should make the

distinction behveen individual and corporâte fines in the Contingenry Decidon Tree (see figure

1). He felt that the assumption should be made that penaliies would accrue to the corporation.

However he also said this necessitates that documentation is properly carried out and that

roles and responsibilities a¡e dea-rly delineated. The area of the Contingency Decision Tree
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which deals with enforcement eliciied the reaction from the Quality manager that ,rl is a

critical variable in horv a company approaches efforts to avoid penalties.

. Accounting specialist

Concerning the Coniingent Uability accounting method, the Accounting representative

had only one point. She stated that estimating these costs will be very difficult and that

considerable expert knowledge would be needed.

. Manufactu¡ing Engineering engineer: No comment in this area

. Resou¡ce Protection speciaìist

The Resource Protection specialist aìso commented on the Contingency Decision Tree. He

felt that the individual penalty should be used alongside the corporate one to act as a,shock,

tactic. SimilaÌ to the Qualig manager, 'rl, he said, is a critical variable in how a company

approaches efforts to avoid penalties. It must be pointed out that neither the quality manager

nor the Resource Protection specialist said "how NT approaches..."; raiher they said,,how a
company approaches...".

ln addition, the Resource Protection specialist perceives that ,¡l is moving towa¡d ,1, in
his industry which implies that enfÒrcement activities are increasing. Lastly. the Resou¡ce

Protection representative stated that the Risk Factor Determination exercise (see forward

Figure 8) does not account for how quickly a company is moving toward compliance.

3.2.5 Capital Funds Appropriation

. Manater of the Quality department: No comment in this a¡ea

Accounting specialist: No comment in this area

. Manufacturing Engineering engineer

Some EP costs that the manufacturing engineer rvould like to see factored into the

Capital Funds Appropriation (CFA) are the costs of waste disposaì, staff haining if the

chernical is new, ând transportation and handling costs. However, the CFA form cur¡ently asks

for only certain things, and they do not specifically indude any of the above costs. As it is, if
the item is not in the departmenfs budget, it is not to be induded in the CFA analysis. An
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example he used was workefs compensation payments. These ate the responsibility of the

corporation, not the operatiofL so horv could they be factored into decisions?

Not only does a lot depend on whether responsibility for the item is corporate or

operatiory he stateq but also a lot depends on the person lvho receives the CFA form. This

audience, he points out, can be very zubjective. Two possible ways of avoiding this subjectivity

were identified by him. One would be to conduci a poll of employees to obtain a group consensus

on what the environmental priorities should be. The second way of reducing subjectivity would

be to rely on precedents and past decisions. This point relates to industry standards, a type of

precedent, which now exist on the use of CFCs and Volatile Organic Compound (VOC)-free

fluxes, he observed. Lastly, he also stated that there is a distinction between items govemed by

legislation, such as chemicals, and those govemed by cost, such as energy. Yet both of these are

induded in the CFA form.

The question lvas also asked of the manufacturing engineer if it would be possible to use

a factor as opposed to a dollar figure when estimating costs. On this he felt that verbal

descriptors would be the most useful. For insta¡rce a CFA should allow the analyst room for
words like 'improves' or'minimizes'. This would elirninate the high degree of uncertainty in
numerically estimating costs rvhich a¡e difÉicult to çanfify, such as many of those related to

eqgonomics.

. Resor¡fce Protection specialist: No comment in this area

3.2.6 General Comments

. Manager of the Qualif depârtment

In general, the Quality manager believes, many costs are very difficult to tracþ and

often intuitive knowledge is needed and used ín their estimation. This is due to rvhat he

referred to as the length of the value chain. Take for insta¡rce the costs of guality; eventually

WNC runs out of'safety nets' along the value chain----such as warranties, guarantees, and free

service-and costs escape estimation. Such could be the case for EP costs he pointed out, as it
would be difficult to factor recycling costs into product prices. Recyding is at the fa¡ end of the

value chain and most likely these costs would be incurred by a separate business. Again much

depends on the scope of the costing activity.
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The Qua.lity manager emphasized the importance of focusing on the effect that proper
product design has on EP costs. He used the example of a curreni production process that util¿es
100 percent robotics. In that operation, he said" there are no quality defects to speak of. But

that ís only possible because of the attention paid in the design process; standards were written
and used a¡d designers paid close attention to quality. He wonde¡ed if there was a standard or
could be a sta¡da¡d, used in designing for environmental protection,

The Quality manager also emphasized the importance of stimulating awa¡eness about

envirorìrnental issues in order io improve performance. The very act of documenting the quality

system had a tremendous impact on the defect rate at WNC. He attributes this to the

'marketing' of qua.lity; many employees fo¡ the first time became awa¡e of the need for guality.

The question was also asked of the Quality manager ,,who do you think should cost

EP?" He answered that it should be up to those that understa¡rd the costs a¡rd those who

establish the system. Although it is everyone's overall responsibility, he felt that Resou¡ce

Protection seemed to be the group to take charge. He went on to state that once the desi¡ed

behaviours become standardized, the initial team could be disbanded. The manufacturing

engineer added a poini here that magazines and trade journals should be regtrJarly examined

and conferences attended as they are likely a good source for acquiring knowledge about Ep

costs.

. Accounting specialist: No comment in this area

. Manufacturi¡g Engineering engineer: No comment in this ârea

. Resou¡ce Protection specialist: No comment in this area

3.3 Sunnary

At the corporate level, NT demonstrates an awa¡eness of the need for environmenial

strategies and has an ability to reformulate these skategies as time goes on. However, because

NT locations operate with a high degree of autonomy, initiatives such as WNC,s EMS system

lack a certain amount of needed support from corporate headquarters. It is possible that this

lack of support ex.ists elsewhere at wNC. specifically lvith respect to environmental matters,

this would explain wNC's hesitancy to continue with its EMS and the less-than-high level of
awareness regarding environmental matters among WNC employees.

Turning to the method-feasibility discussions, it can be seen that the amount of

information provided by the respondents .is highly uneven. There were trvo apparent reasons for
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this. First there was the individual nafure of each of the respondents; some are more given to

discussion than others. The second reason is more significant. While each representative had

quite a bit to say âbout their respective areas-accounting about ABC, quality about quality,

etc.-only the manager of the Quality department rvas able to view the company in the bigger

picture. This may have had a lot to do with his senior status. but it is thought to have had

more to do with the nature of the department, which is vested with the responsibility of

making WNC a 'quality' operation.

It was expected that the Resource Protection specialist would have had more inpuf
however, this individual was orìly in this position temporarily, which must have had the

greatest bearing on his ability to provide only limited input. Alsq it appea¡s that there is

Iittle motivation for a WNC employee to enhance the company's environmental performance,

through either action or suggestion.
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Chapter 4 - The Environmental Protection Cost Framework:
Development and Evaluation

In this chapter, an EP cost framelvork is suggested and explained and the framelvork is

operaiionalized and evaluated. Thus chapter 4 moves us from the "normative to the practical

realm." This chapter combines the information provided in the literature review with that

obtained from i¡formation in the client firm. The objective to be fulfilled here is to produce a

visually representative model or frametvork, which all individuals in the dient firm that are

vested with the responsibility of accountint for cost or making investment decisions can use as a

tool to assist them in the incorporation of EP costs into WNC decisions. Having developed the

framework, it is then evaluated through its application to an un¡esolved issue within the

client firm.

4.0 Customizing the EPC Framework

WNC, as is apparent from the information provided by the interviews, has specific

needs and requirements for its cost accounting system. The most obvious trait of WNC is its use ol

activity-based costing (ABC) as a supplement to management accounting. This is clearly

advantageous, as ABC is proving to be an effective tool for use in attaching environmental

costs--costs that have hitherio been lumped together to form part of most operations' general

overhead. ABC is planned to be used at WNC for accounting for costs in the quality department

as lvell. That quality costing may or may not be superior for the purposes of accounting for

quality costs is therefore a moot question at the present time. NT and WNC are pursuing ABC in

an aggressive fashior¡ so quality costing will not be included as part of the framework.

4.0.1 The Framework

The EPC f¡amervork âs it is intended for use by WNC decision-makers is shown in

Figure ó. These individuals could be from any one of a number of djfferent areas in the

operation: desigr¡ procurement, quality assurance, engineering, information management,

human resources, manufacfuring. facilities maintenance, warehousing, finance, accounting, or

resource protection. The only requirement is that they are making a decision which could affect

the physical environment and thus impose a cost on the environment and, indirectly, on society.

The framework is a tool for stimulating aryareness and creating an understanding of the

environmental issues associated with WSC's operations. As sucþ it should be readily

available to the decision-maker and used on a regular basis,
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- Environmental Protecfion Cost Framework -

l. Identify ___N 2. Identifycostand N 3.Decideonhow
cost vectors V ownership of cost -V to handle cost

Figure 6 - The Environmental Proteclion Cost Framework
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The EPC framelvork reads from left to righi, according to the process of: identifying cost

vectors, identifying the cost and ownership of the cost, and then deciding on how to

handle the cost. At each of these three steps the decision-maker asks certain

questions.

Step 1. Identify cost vectors.

Q. Looking at the list of entities under item 1 in the framework, the decision-maker

asks the question: if a given option is followed, WNC will impose costs on society

and/or the environment through which entities: suppliers? designers? vendors? etc.

Step 2. Identify cost and ownersfup of cost.

Q. Looking at the list of cosis under item 2 in the frameworþ the decision-maker asks

the questions:

(i) of all the possible costs, which one(s) would be relevant if this option is

followed?

(2) regarding the ownership of the cost(s), if this option is followed, will the

relevant cost(s) be incurred by WNC or passed on to outside parties? That is, which

costs do we as a firm capture (intemalize)?

Step 3. Decide on how to handle costs.

Q. The relevant costs may be of an on-going or a one.time nature, If they are of an on-

going nature. the decision to incur these costs wiìl be made within an operational

decision-making fr¿unework. If they are of a one.time nature, the decision to incur

these costs will be made within a strategic decision-making framework.

The relevant model to be applied in the case of operational decisions is activity-

based costing. ln the case of strategic decisions, the relevant model to be applied is
' strategic costing, with its primary analysis procedures of capital budgeting.

Thus, the question the decision-maker asks here is: are the costs of an on-going or a

one-time nature?

AIsq some costs may be easily quantified and put into monetary terms; others not.

Oftery with some effort, they can at least be estimated. So to account for costs, the

decision-maker asks the question: is the cost quantifiable? If sq then it can treated

under either the financial analysis technique of capital budgeting or the cost

accounting technique of activity-based costing. If not, the cost should be assigned â

verbal or na¡rative descriptor,
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Through this identification and decision process, costs which were previously

unrecognized can be brought into WNC's financial decision-making and cost accounting system.

Further, by using the framework repeatedly, costs which have typically not been captured

(intemalized) lvill be able to be capiured, in accordance with the needs and changing

perceptions of WNC decision-makers.

4.0.2 Contingent Liability Costs

it was stated above that with some effort, certain costs can at least be estimated. A¡
important considerâtion in the estimation of many of the costs which face the company is the

probability that the costs will be incurred. This is especially important in the determination of

the contingent liabilities facing WNC at a given point in tirne, but it is also importânt in

a^alyzlulg the costs associated with such things as financia.l and environmental risk. However,

determining a probâbility is difficult, and because this determination is a necessary part of the

EPC frameworþ it is dealt with here.

An estimation of a future cost is a product of tlvo parts: an outcome and a probability of

that outcome occurring. To estimate, for example, the cost of having to dean up a possible spill

of a major chemical the cost of clean-up is simply multiplied by the probability of occurrence.

These probabilities of occu¡rence vary in each situation, but Covello eú ø1. (1988) do provide a

list of probabilities of a number of manufacturing-related poientialities.

For estimating contingent liabilities,s the method is more involved and so the

'contingency decision-tree' (.Figure 7) is reintroduced. Unlike having to ascribe one probability

to one outcome as in the above instances, in estimating contingent liabilities two probability

figures are needed. These are associated with hvo different stages. the first being analogous to

a charge being laid, and the second ana-logous to a convictior¡ based upon that cha¡ge being

ha¡ded down. An exception to this rule occurs often in the case of smaller charges, such as a

violation of a municipal bylarv, which typically involve simultaneous charge and

conviction-often the case in a fine levied on-the-spot by a by-law officer.

5 Interestingly, there is an environmental cost framework offered by the US Envi¡onmentat
Protection Agency. The computer program calculates "the after tax net present value of a
pollution prevention or mitigation project and to câIculate 'cash-outs' in Superfund cases'
(Goeller 1994). This program may be worth examining.
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In the case of a major charge, the charge may not result in a conviction. So in assessing

the liability, trvo separate analyses may need to be made: first, what is the chance ofbeìng

charged and, second, what is the chance of being fined the maximum amotrnt?

I s,ueu t I stage 2

n 
oz -')!)zvr 

u

Figure 7: Contingenry Decision Tree (Adapted from Thornton, 1983)

The fust step tolvard answering this question is to establish the compliance status of

the firm, If the company has an EMS, âs does the dient firm, this can be relatively easily

done.6 For each out-of-compliance situation a separate contingency decision tree is d¡arvn. A
value forn is then derived by arbitrarily determining the level of enforcement in the

jurisdiction: n is equal to 1.0 if there is 100 percent enforcement and 0.0 if there is no enforcement.

This is how the probability of being charged n, is determined.

The next step is more complicated. The penalty range must be determined and a

probability for each level of penalty given. The highest penaity will likely be dealt out onJy

in the most "egregious of circumstances." Egregious circumstances, it will be suggested, are

achieved rvhen all sixteen of Srvaigen and Bunt's (1985) 'sentencing factors' (see section2.3,2.2)

a¡e realized. Therefore, one can estimate the exposure to monetary penalty by estimating the

likelihood of the enactment of these factors. A decision tree wiih these factors is provided in

the Risk Factor Determination model in Figure 8.

ó One of the requirements of the EMS (lSO 14000 1994 d¡aft) is to compile a register of relevant
regulations. These may include not only pieces of legislatiory but also tort larvs, indusÇ and
advocacy group standards, and corporate policy. The company's existing sifuation is then
measuled against these regulations.
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Since this framework is only a rule of thumb and not intended to supply complete

information to the decision-maker, it is not appropriate to use an elaborate numbering scheme

for determining the probabilities of the enactment of the sentencing factors. For this reason only

three ratings will be used: probable, reasonâbly possible, and remote. A'remote'rating cârries a

factor of zero; a'reasonably possible'rating ca¡ries a factor of .33; and a 'probable' factor a

mting of .66.

Risk Factor Determination

- 

Intent

- 

Savings or gain derived from offence

- 

Severe intenl

- 

Ability to pay

-_Large 

sae/wealth of corporation

- 

UnJavou¡able corporate characte¡

- 

No plea of guilÇ

- 

Low cooperation/ expenditures

- 

No lanÇ crf govemment agencies

- 

High reasonableness of sfa¡da¡ds

- 

Prio¡ convictions

- 

Tax benefits to lìne

- 

No dismissal of employees responsible

- 

Ease or difÊculty of prevention

- 

l,orv social uti[ty of enterprise

Risk Factor'p'= f (WeightxRating)=( ) x (

Figure 8: Risk Factor Determination Model (Adapted from Swaigen and Bunt 1985)

Having completed the Risk Factor Determination exercise, the assessor or decision-

maker now has a decision variable which is eqrdvalent to the probability "p" shown in Figure

5. This probabìlity "p" is now muìtiplied by the predetermined maximum penaìty 'Xu" and
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this gives an expected outcome "O2." Finally. n is multiplied by the expected outcome "O2" to

give'O1."'O1." is ihe contingent liability cost for that regulatory issue.

There a¡e obvious limits to the validity of this method of estimating contingent

liability costs. First, it is assumed that the assessor can adequately determine the weight the

court will give to the sentencing factors. Unless there exists sufficient historic data, lawmakers

and regulaiors should be questioned in this regard to predetermine the weighting. Secon{ it is

assumed that a¡ additive identity holds for the costs. Suppose the firm is out-of-compliance on

ten counts, each of lvhich could result in a maximum penalty of $1000. It is unlikely that the

courts would fine the firm the full $10,000. Lastly, there is a ce¡tain degree of covariance among

the sentencing decision va¡iables. One sentencing decision based on ten counts wiìl not be

equivalent to ten sentencing decisions each based on one coLrnt. As can be seen. this covariance

offsets to some degree the non-additive identity of multiple charges.

In condusiory the contingent liability cost method an involved process, is used to

estimate the costs facing the firm for such things as penalties, fines, and performance orders--

items found on the right-hand side of the EPC frarnework. It is not limited to these items alone,

however, as the estimation of a number of items require assigning probabiìistic variables to

perceived outcomes.

4.0.3 Opportunity Costs

Opportunity costs a¡e in essence the benefits lost by the firm for not improving its EP

efforts. These costs may be either on-going-for example the daily costs of being locked out of a

trading situation----or one-time-for instance the costs of a product boycott brought about by a

firm's decision not to buy back used and discarded components. The¡e a¡e a number of types of

opportunity costs and these should be specifically identified. Also, as was pointed out in section

2.4.9, opporlunity costs a¡e intemalized by a Éirm whether or not they are acknowledged in a

firm's fi nanciai statements.

If estimating the costs of contingent liability is difficult, estimating the opportunity

costs of poor environmental performance is even mor€ so. The addition of opportutity costs to

overall EP costs should eventually be made, no matter how rough the estimation. However,

until a higher comfort level in estimatint these costs is attained by the evaluator and more

information on these costs is provided for use by industry, simply acknowledging these costs

using verbal descriptors may be as far as one cân go.
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4.0.4 Cost Reporting

The operationalzation of the EPC Framervork requires a certain amount of cost

information. Whether for use in activity-based costing or capital budgeting this information

may need to be derived from some of the following sources:

1. Salary budget reports 2. Manufachring expense reports

3. Waste reports 4. Ene¡gy use reports

5. Travel expense reports 6. hoduct cost inJormation

7. Fines and Penalty reports 8. Production labour reports

9. Audit and inspection records 10. Estimates from knowledgeable personnel

11. Costs of establishing EMS 12. Costs of monitoring/maintaining ËMS

13. Opportunity cost and other special cost analyses

For this reason, a firm's accounting department will have to ensu¡e its i¡formation network can

provide this information.

4,1 Evaluating the EPC Framework

Up to this point the task has been io synthesize information aboui environmental

management, environmental larv, industry standards, cost accounting, and capital budgeting

with information about the WNC operation. The product of this synthesis is the EPC

framework just inkoduced. The task in this section is to operationalize the frarnework using an

issue \4INC has yet to address.

4.1.1 A WNC EMS Cost fustification Problem

It was pointed out ea¡lier in this report (see section 3.1) that WNC has developed but

not yet implemented an EMS. The most likely reason for this is managemenls uncertainty as to

the net benefit that would result f¡om carrying out any further actions. As suclç WNC's EMS

implementation decision provides a useful case for the evaluation of the EPC framework. For

the sake of brevity, a single requirement was chosen for the application of the framework (see

Appendix 5 for a list of the full EMS requirements).
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4.1.2 Using the Framework

For the evaÌuation exercise, the actual analysis can be broken down into two separate

components: the costs of developing and implementing the EMS requirement and the costs of not

developing and implementing the EMS requirement. The following is a description of the

process involved in using the EPC framework as related to the'materials handling:

procuement, storage, and trânsportation procedure'. While going tfuough this example, refer

to the EPC framework as it appears in section 4.0.1..

- Using the EPC Framework:

the Case of Developing the Materials Handlingl

Procurement. Storage. and Transportation procedure -

Option A - Developing the Procedure:

Step 14. Identify cost vectors.

Q. Looking at the list of eniities under item 1 in the framervorþ the decision-maker

asks the question: if a given option is followed, WNC will impo.se costs on society

and/or the environment through which entities: suppliers? designers? vendors? etc.

A. ln developing the'materials handling: procurement, storage, and transportation

procedûe', certain costs lvill be passed on to society via:

- WNC pioducts: the cost of development and implementation of this procedure will

come primarily from the Resource Protection departmenfs budget. Since this

departmenfs budget is part of the operation's general adminishation budget, the

costs of this procedu¡e will be allocated across aÌl WNC products. and thus

indirectly passed on to all WNC customers.

- Suppliers: By seeing ihat this procedure is in place, WNC will need to change the

way it deaìs with its suppliers, requiring them to do such things as provide up-to.

date Materials Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs) on a more frequent basis and formally

ensure that products are being delivered in a safe and socially responsible manner.

This may increase the supplie/s cost of goods, Iyhich similarly will be indirectly

passed on to WNC customers,
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Step 24. Identify cost a¡d ownership of cost.

Q. Looking at the list of costs under item 2 in the framervorþ the decision-maler asks

the questions:

(1) of all the possible costs, which one(s) rvould be relevant if this option is

followed?

(2) regarding the ownership of the cost(s), if this option is followed, will the

relevant cost(s) be incurred by WNC or passed on to outside parties? That is, which

costs do we as a firm capture (intemaìize)?

A. (1) There will be a number of costs incurred once the procedure is implemented, Under

ítem 2 these costs include: training, staff salary, audit and inspection costs.

However, the development and implementation of this procedure requires primarily
a one-time expenditure-about $14007 ín direct salaries goint to Resoufce Protection

personnel to develop and implement the procedure. Under item 2 this expendihrre

can be termed a cont¡ol cost. It is difficult to sây at this time how much time on the

part of other WNC employees must be devoted to the implementation of this

procedure. but some will be required. No fixed assets such as special computer

equipment are needed to develop and establish this procedure.

As far as receiving benefits for the development and implementation of this

procedure is concemed, see the opportunity costs, lost access to capitaf and lost

customers discussion in section 28 below (costs of not developing procedure).

(2) lt may be possible that the procedure will be developed for WNC by the parent NT,

in which case they will not be captured by WNC. More remote but also a possibility

is that an industry association or universit¡r will assist in the development of this

procedure, and thereby reduce WNC's need to capture the cost.

Step 34. Decide on how to handle costs.

Q. The relevant costs may be of an on-going or a one-time nature. If they a¡e of an on-

going nature, the decision to incur these costs will be made rvithin an operational

decision-making framework. If they are of a one.time nature, the decision to incur

these costs will be made within a strategic decision-making framework.

7 see Appendix 5: 0.5 person lveeks of development time plus 1.5 rveeks of implementation time
equals 2 person weeks required to put this procedure into place. One person iveek is equal to
$700.
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The relevant model to be applied in the case of operational decisions is activity-

based costing. In the case of strategic decisions, the relevant model io be apptied is

strategic costing, with its primary analysis procedures of capital budgeting.

Thus, the question the decision-maker asks here is: are the costs of an on-going o¡ a

one-time nature?

A. Since the costs of developing and implementing the procedure are predominantly

one-lime, the decision to incur them is made within the shategic decision-making

framework. Therefore, they rvill be ha¡dled using the strategic costing ,model,, ând

the techniques of capital budgeting.

Alsq some costs may be easi.ly quantified and put into monetary termsi others not.

Ofter¡ with some effort they can at least be estimated. So to account for costs, the

decision-maker asks the question: is the cost quantifiable? If sq then it can treated

under either the financial analysis technique of capitat budgeting or the cost

accounting iechnique of activity-based costing, If not, the cost can be assigned a

verbal or narrative descriptor.

A. The costs of developing and implementing this procedure are quantifiable.

Option B - Not Developing Procedure:

Step 18. Identify cost vectors.

Q. Looking at the list of entities under item 1 in the framelvork, the decision-maker

asks the question: if the given option is not followed, WNC will impose costs on

society ând/or the environment th¡ough lvhich entities: suppliers? designers?

vendors? etc.

A. In not developing the 'materia.ls handling: proorement, storage, and transportation

procedure', certain costs will be passed on to society via:

- Suppliers: By not having this procedure in placg supplier standards for handling

materials will not be as high as they would with the procedure in place. WNC

wou.ld thus be able to reduce the environmental effecis (costs) of its suppliers by

developing this procedure.

- Processes: If this procedure is not developed, costs may be imposed on society via

WNC's processes. The extent of these costs is hard to say; perhaps a closer look at
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how materials a¡e handled during the procurement, storagg and transportation

stages should be part of an environmental risk analysis.

- Employees: By not developing and implementing this procedure, WNC does less to

change the way its employees handle potentially hazardous materials at home and

in the workplace. This has social implications for NT, whose responsibility extends

beyond its gates to ihe community. NT should see that its effect on its employees

results in changes for the better, where employees themselves decrease the costs

that they impose upon the environment.

Step 28. Identify cost and ownership of cost.

Q. Looking at the list of costs under item 2 in the frameworþ the decision-maker asks

the questions:

(1) of all the possible costs, which one(s) lvould be relevant if this option is
followed?

(2) regarding the ownership of the cost(s), if this option is followed. rvill ihe

relevant cost(s) be incurred by WNC or passed on to outside parties? That is, which

costs do lve as a fi¡m capture (intemalize)?

(1) - Are penaìties, fines. or performance orders possible if this procedure is not

developed and established? Yes, refer to contingency decision tree and risk
factor determination a_nalysis below.

- A¡e hazardous materials handli¡g costs going to increase to inc¡ease if this

option is followed? Perhaps, as these costs a¡e continually increasing for us. The

implementation of this procedure would likely dec¡ease them.

- Are there any opportunity costs of not undertaking the development and

establishment of this procedure? Yeg since WNC wishes to evenfually conform

to the EMS standard it will have to improve the way it handles materials. To

do it now is cheaper than doing it in the future, so the incremental cost of future
development must be considered.

- Wiìl there be lost access to capital or customers if this procedure is not

developed? Probably not, as materials transportation procedures ale not

presently under the scrutiny of lenders, insurers or customers. However. if an

accident occu¡s or WNC is audited now for ISO 11000 comp[ance, lenders,

insurers, zuppliers a¡rd customers would be alienated to some degree.

(2) - If this procedue is not developed and implemented, there will be some costs

that we lvill be extemalizing. First is the cost imposed upon the environment by

suppliers as a result of their WNC-specific operations not being conducted
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according to optimal procedures. For instance, air emissions from lead smelters

could be increasing regional mortality. Second are the costs imposed upon the

environment by employees as a result of their lack of awa¡eness of the effects of

the improper handling of potentially hazardous materials. The result of this is

a loss of bio-diversity and a loss of aesthetic resources, for e.g.. excessively large

and polluted landfills.

Step 38. Decide on how to handle costs.

Q. The relevant costs may be of an on-going or a one-time nature. If they are of an on-

going natue, the decision to incur these costs rvill be made within an operational

decision-making framelvork. If they are of a one-time nature, the decision to incu¡

these costs will be made rvithin a strategic decision-making framework.

The relevant model to be applied in the case of operational decisions is activity-

based costing. In the case of strategic decisions, the relevant model to be applied ís

sirategic costing, with its primary analysis procedures of capital budgeting.

Thus, the question the decision-maker asks here is: are the costs of an on-going or a

one-time nature?

A. Of the costs identified above as costs rvhich would result from not developing this

procedure, some should be dealt with under strategic cost management others under

operaiional cost management. For instance, penalties, fines, and performance orders,

all possibilities if this procedure is not developed, will be one-time costs. Similarly,

it is rvorthlvhile to evaluate the additional cost of future development and

implementation of this procedure within the strategic framework. On the other

hand, some on-going cosis rviìl be incuned if this option is not pursued. Haza¡dous

materials handling, for instancg can be seen to increase with this option. Therefore,

these costs should be incorporated into the activity-based costing system.

A.lsq some costs may be easily quantified and put into monetary terms; others not.

Oftery with some effort, they can at least be estimated. So to account for costs, the

decision-maker asks the question: is the cost quantifiable? If sq then it câ¡ treated

under either the financial analysis technique of capital budgeting or the cost

accounting ieclnique of activity-based costing, If not, the cost can be assigned a

verbal or narrative descriptor.

A. Of all the costs identified above as costs rvhich result from not developing this

procedure and rvhich rvould be captured by WNÇ none can be quantified with a high
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degree of accuracy at this time. Further, of the costs that can be estimated and will
be captured-penalties, fines, and the cost of failing to be ISO 14000 certified-none

are likely to find their way direcily into WNC financial accountg given the present

manner of accounting at WNC. Therefore, verbal descriptors should accompany the

non-quantifiable items if a summary report is prepared.

- Contingency Decision Tree and Risk Factor Determination -

If the 'materials handling: procurement, storage, and transportation procedure, is not

developed, penalties or fines may have to be paid by WNC. The question that must be

answered is: what is the value of these penalties and fines? A certain amount of data is needed

to estimate this amount. First, what are some of the possible penalties and fines that could

result from the improper handling of materials? To determine this one looks to legislation

which concerns itself with materia.ls handling. This includes such federal and provincial

legislation as the Controlled Products Act and the Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act. AJso

one might look to the case law to make this determination. Corporate counsel should be able to

list the titles of the publications dealing specifically with environmentaìly- and business-

related court decisions in the jurisdiction.

Secondly, information regarding the effectiveness of enforcement in the jurisdiction is

needed. Enforcement records can be provided by municipal, provincial, and federal

environmental law-enforcement agencies.

Lasily, information is needed on the degree of severity of the penaìty that might be

handed down to WNC. Most of this information is bome from an understanding of the operatiory

and can thus only be provided by individuals at senior levels who have been employed for long

periods.

Suppose, the following information has been gathered by the person wishing to

estimate the penalty or fine.

1. The only relevant regulation with which rve are concemed is the Controlled Products

Act a contravention of which in this cåse may result in a corporate fine of $1000.

2. The agency responsible for enforcing this act has been watching the operation

somewhat dosely, but not to the point where a breach of compliance will
automatically result in a charge being laid.
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3, The potential for harm and damage from contravention of the act is high; the

company is large and lveaÌthy; and the chances of the employee responsible for the

offense being dismissed are almost non-existent.

Given this information one nolv tums to the contingency decision tree and the risk factor

determination models. First, the information provided from 3 above is put into the risk factor

determi¡ation model.

Risk Factor Dete¡mination

Wei sh t

Sum =
76/76

Ratine Base Variables
( o.o; I

0.33; or I

0.66) 
|

- O.OO --l- ¡¡r¡ actual or poÞntial damage

0.00 

- 
¡r¡"n¡

- 

Savings or gain derived from offmce

0.00 

- 

Severe inient

0.66 

- 
Abitiry ro pay

0.66 

- 

Large sizelwealth of co¡poration

- 
0.00 

- 

Unfavourable cor?ofate characte¡

- 

No plea of guiliy

0.00 

- 

1,o* 
"ooperation 

/ expenditures

- 

No laxity of government agencies

- 

High reasonableness of standa¡ds

[.SQ 

- 

P¡o. 
"onvictions

062- 0.00 

- 

Tax benefits to fine

- 

No dismissal of employees responsible

0.33 

- 

Ease or difficulty of prevention

0'33 

- 

¡o* rocial utility of enterprise

Risk Factor 'p'= ! (Weight x Rating) = 0.294 .
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completing the table and calcurating the figure gives a risk factor of 0.29.8 THs, along
with the information provided in 1 and 2 above, is then put into the contingenry decision tree
model.

Stage 1 Stage 2

oz-j!2v'

", i.;,,,
By working backwa¡d in the decision tr€e; ouicome 2, the cost of behg sentenced,

becomes 9290 and outcome 1, the cost of being sentenced and charged, becomes $232 (the product
of 'vigilant' enforcement, 0.8 (estimate), and the sentencing outcome, g290). Therefore, in this
example, the estimated cost of contravening the above act as a result of the failure to develop
the 'materials handting: procurement storage, and transportâtion procedu¡e, is $232.

4.2 The EPC Framework: Results and Discussion

This section elaborates on the exercise just ca¡ried out. It begins by first answering the
question: does the application of the EpC framework provide better and more insightful
information? The section then moves to a discussion of the strengths and rveaknesses of the
framervorþ and some limitations on its use.

8 It rvou.ld be preferrable to ca.lculate a range of figures for'p', using low and high estimates.
often the range provides as much meaniñ_g_as thi mean value, sinãe a wider ruige srrgg"sts
greater uncertainty than a narrower one. Holvever, this was not done here for ðimpliãtys
sak e.
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4,2.1 The EPC Framework: Results

At first glance, the choice of whether or not to develop and implement a given

procedure required for compliance under the iso EMS standard appears to involve a tradeoff
betrveen the costs of the labour involved. and the benefits accruing to wNC of complying to the

standa¡d. since the iso EMS standard has not been formally completed, it is not surprising that
WNC is having difficulty justi$ring the allocation of scarce resources for such efforts. It may

seem that the decision involves only a cash outlay. The question isr will the Epc framework
change wNC decision-makers' vielvs regarding the need to make this allocation? The answer

is yes-if the information which the framework provides is used,

using the EPC framework to analyze this simple golnogo decision does result in a very

different picture of the costs involved in this decision. The framework helps to identify a

number of not only hidden costs, but also a number of vectors for which costs are imposed by the

WNC operation. In this respect, the framework can be said to be successful.

undoubtedly, where the framelvork's utility rvill come into question regards its raising

and subsequent treatment of costs that are typically not captured (intematizsd¡ 6y the firm and

costs that can not be quantified accurately, if they can be quantified at a.ll. yet, it is precisely in
raising the profile of such costs that the framework gamers merit. The EpC framework may not
provide a 'black box' for the proper handling and quantification of envi¡onmental costs, but it
does at least allow the firm to consider them and hopef'lly systematically add¡ess them.

4,2.2 The EPC Framework: Discussion

At the outset of the researclç the dient firm expressed interest in not only seeing the

development of an EP cost decision-making tool, but also in seeing that tool in action. in order to

do this a practical problem had to be chosen. This led to the analysis of the decision of
whether or not WNC shouÌd develop and implement a single, formal procedu¡e needed to

fuÌfill the requirements of an ISo-compliant EMS. The exercise. ca¡ried out lends insight into
the use of the EPC framelvork.

However, a full u¡derstanding of the usefulness of the framework can only be gained

through its extensive use in a number of different situations. For instance, this exercise could

have been ca¡ried out on wNC's decision to move from air-based to nihogen-based atmospheres

in existing wave solder units. The capitat budgeting exercise that was cârried out for that

process change failed to account for such things as decreased lead handling, the added costs
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associated lvith nitrogen tank maintenance, and the enhanced image that tvas gained by

reducing lead use (see Appendix 6).

It would also be lvorthwhile to carry out an analysis of a situation involving pre-

dominaatly on-going costs. Activity-based costing would provide the framework for such an

analysis and, as suctç it is worthwhile to refer to the lvork of Brooks ¿t aI. (1,993) for assistance

What then are some of the strengths of this framework as revealed by the EMS

exercise? The most obvious strength of the framework is its role in stimulating awareness of
environmentally-related manufacturing and administrative costs. Merely having the Epc
framework díagram on-hand during cost or investment analyses should result in at the very

least the consideration of these costs, If required, it will also allow for the partial observance

of the temporal relationship in manufacturing: envi¡onmental effects a¡e imposed at the

beginning of the producls life-cyde, via suppliers; right to the end, via the products sold to

consumers. The costs themselves are arranged in a tempora.l fashiorç as they are often

encountered. i,e., kaining first, waste last.

A less obvious strength is the framework's dual consideration of enyi¡onmental costs.

There a¡e those that a,re fisted under'types of cost' and those that a¡e termed 'cost vectors,. The

tlvo analyses a¡e somelvhat differeni, the former being detailed, and the latter more

conceptual. The idea being that the'cost vecto/ Iist is more holistic and strategic, and the

'types of cosf list is more'tangible'.

The framervork is not rvithout its iimitations. First, and foremost, the EpC framework
is not a'black box'. It does not generate numbers nor give definitive information. It simply helps

to provide information, although it has no bearing on how that inJormaiion is used. To be of
valug the EPC framework must also be accompanied by management commihnent, guided by an

appropriate corporate policy, and accepted within the corporate culture.

Another limitation is that there a¡e no 'benefits, sholvn. This is because benefits a¡e

subzumed under opportunity costg such as lost access to capit4 lost customers, and losi tax

deductions. For some i¡dividuals this may be a troublesome point, especially if they are

accustomed to conducting cost/benefit analyses. Holvever. there is iustification for treating

benefits as 'negative' costs, as it simplifies the framework substantially. If the category of
benefits were introduced, the framework would have to be run tlrrough hvice, once to determine

costs and once to determine benefits. so it is better to treat benefits as 'negative'-costs; one need

only keep in mind that a benefit of carrying out one option is most likely a cost of carryirg out
another.
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Yet another li¡nitation of the framervork as it sta:rds is the fact that some costs a¡e both
one time and on-going, such as opportunity costs, consulting fees, and perhaps inspections and
audits. As well, the decision to incur one-time cosis may result in the need to incu¡ addiiional,
on€oing costs.

since the contingency decision hee and the risk factor determination models a¡e

designed to support the EPC framework. it is also necessary to discuss their strengths and

weaknesses. As lvas seen in the application of the framework, assigning numbers to the

effectiveness of enforcement, the sentencing risk factor, and fines and penalties themselves is
highly subjective. The best that one can rea-lly do is estimate a range for these figures. Indeed,

having to 'guess' at these figures is a weakness in the application of the model. However, there

is less subjectivity involved in 'guessing' at a figure than there is in the implicit assumption

that the figures a¡e for all intents and purposes equal to zero. Moreover, having to ,guess, at a
figure helps achieve what the f¡amework is intended to do: stimulate thinking about the

environmentaì effects of wNC operations. on the one hand, there is the limitation of the

production of imprecise results; on the other hand there is the benefit of conducting the exercise.
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions and Recommendations

The following chapter consists of a brief summary describing the resea¡ch contained
herein; a condusion addressing the original pu¡pose, objectives, and needs of the researcre-L and

finally recommendations regarding future applications and versions of the framelvorþ and

suggestions for further resea¡ch.

5.0 Summary

This research began by introducing an important issue in business today, the

environment-societ¡/s awareness of which confers increasing responsibilities on business

leaders and company employees. The subject is important enough to warrant the expenditure of
large sums of money; however, whether or not this money is being spent in the most cosþ

effective manner is difficult for managers to determine. This resea¡ch addressed this problem
by synthesizing current manatement accounting and cost determination concepts and methods,

and evaluating them in light of their applicability in dealing with environmental protection
costs.

Thery in order to move this research from the ,normative, to the practical realm, a
hamework for ha¡dling environmental protection costs was developed and tailored to the

needs of a specific manufacturing operation. This framelvork was then applied io a practicai
situatior! in order to d¡aw conclusions about its practicality and usefuJness. The application of
the framervork revea.led a number of strengths and rvea-knesses, and raised a number of
important quesfions.

5.1 Conclusion

At the beginning of the resea¡ch the pu¡pose of the study was laid out, objectives

formulated and a statement of need a¡ticulated. The zuccess of this research is predicated on
how these tfuee items rvere subsequently addressed. The following discourse revisits these

items and then doses by identifying the limitations that were revealed over the course of the

study. Once again these objectives were:
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o to evaluate the curent methods of cost quantification used in industry,
c to determine which method, or what combination of methods, best enables the client

firm to evaluate its on-going and one-time Ep costs,

. to develop for future use by the dient firm an Ep cost evaluation framework based

upon the cunent knowledge of environmental issues as ihey apply to business and the

specific needs of the client firm. and

. to apply the EPC framelvork to an un¡esolved problem in the client firm, so as to test

the EPC framework's usefulness.

The methods used for management accounting and capitaì budgeting are similar
throughout the industrialized countries and across the industries withín these countries. The
review of the current lvork on these methods was thorough, so very little chance exists that a

particular, relevant method was missed.

Under WNC's operational and strategic decision orientations, hvo main methods rvere

chosen for use. These are, respectively, ABC ând strategic costing. These are to be supplemented

with value-chain analysis-a strategic cost management tecllrique nolv being implemented at

WNC; contingent liability cost estimation; and any defensible qualitative cost estimatio¡t such

as loss of ma¡ket share due to the alienation of environmentally-concemed customers.

capitaÌ budgeting procedures are being used now for making investment decisions, and it
is suggested that ihey continue to be used for handling Ep costs in those decisions. The key to
determining whether EP costs can be subjected to a net present value analysis depends on how
well traditional non-monetized costs can be monetized. Further, the firm's cost of capital is

unlikely to be appropriate for use in discounting environmental costs (a maxim in long use by
resource economists). For these reasons, it must be accepted that many envifonmental costs tvill
hâve to be estimated, and that faiture to estimate them simply because one is opposed to
'guessing' is in itself a subjective judgment.

While hardly a rigorous or sophisticated model, the framework provides important
informatiorç namely a holistic list of costs and a detailed list. ihis raises two very important
points regarding the use of the EPC framework. First, the model is neither designed to give
definitive answers or generate numbers. what it does do is generate awareness and aid in
discussion. The EPC f¡amework shouid thus be regarded as a tool for aid in operational

decision-making.
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second, though the framework helps to provide information about costs related to the

environment, the information will be of limited use unless it is used strategically. This point
takes us back to the earlier discussion of strategic cost management. It is not the information

alone which wíLl bring about change, rather it is the way that tfus information is used.

Further, paradigmatic changes in co¡porate cuìture may be required before the information

brings about changes for the better, both in terms of sustained competiiive advantage and

improved corporate stervardship.

The f¡amework offels the potential to assist in tlvo aÍeas. First, the framework

demonstrates the financial importance of environmental protection by its inclusion of such cost

items as waste energy and opportunity costs; iiems that stimulaie the imagination business

decision-makers need to add¡ess environmentaÌ issues in a proactive and aggressive fashion.

Second, the identificaiion of the different entities: vendors, suppliers, employees,

products, etc. allows the decision-maker the opportunity to consider hitherto u¡add¡essed

areas for improvements. while working at wNC, the resea¡cher noted that in fact it was the

vendors who were probably the group who lvere most neglected during assessments of WNC,s

environmental effects. No nrJes, agreements, or even understandings were established regarding

the use or disposal of environmentaÌly detrimental substances such as pesticides used for
landscaping or products used for cleaning, Granted, common sense likely dictates the actions of
this group, but reìiance on co¡nmon sense violates the requirements of environmental due

diligence.

Related to the need for this study is the efficacy of the EPC framervork in providing

the accounting/EMS linkage. It is demonstrated here in two rvays. First the wNC EMS was the

subject of experimentation in a study whose theme is co¡porate accounting. second, since the

day-to-day costs of an EMS are typical of costs that are traditionally allocated to general

overhead, and since the whole purpose of activity-based costing is to attach these costs to

product and processes, it can be said that this study through its recomrnendations does indeed

provide the accounting/EMS linkage.

Also related to the need fór this study is the efficacy of the EpC framervork in
providing the link between EP cost analysis and environmental risk assessment. carrying out an

analysis of costs on a day-to-day basis and recognizing the environmental and social effecis of
these costs requires an understanding of the environmental and social effects of WNC activities.

Gaining this understanding is not only a prerequisite of the EPC framelvorþ but also a

prerequisite of an environmental risk anaìysis. Therefore in obtaining data for carrying out the
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EPC f¡amework evaluation exercise, one is also obtaining data for the environmental risk
analysis.

The EPC framework reveals inJormation for decision-making that traditional analysis

fails to reveal , but does this mean that the framework necessarily helps the client firm to
optimally allocate its resources? The a¡swer is no. This is because analyses c¡n not be conducted

on a piece-by-piece basis. All of the operation at all levels must be subject to an evaluation. For

example, the approximated $51.000 required for the implementation of the EMS (Appendix 5)

might be better spent on product re-development or resea¡ch into nonlead-containing solder. of
course the suggestion that every project and cost be analyzed is impracticable. The point to be

made is that comparisonq not isolated decisions, must be carried out.

A number of other findings were revealed over the course of the study. The first of these

is specific to the EPC framework. Because an analysis of the costs involved in developing and

implementing the EMS necessitates a thorough understanding of the wNC operatiory rvhich

the resea¡cher admittedly does not have, many items that could have been included in the

evaluation were not. Thus the costs of both moving the'materials handling: procurement,

storate, and transportation' procedure forwa¡d or not moving the procedure forwa¡d a¡e

understated.

There are also other findings which rvere hinted at in the study. First this study did
not add¡ess contaminated-site remediation. a very significant cost in industry and for Northem
Telecom. This was because the wNC location-which is relatively nerv and has rather benign

production processes-is not perceived to be contaminating the planfs physical surroundings.

Holvever, this cost is worthy of resea¡ch in its own right. Second, the study did not look at

what can be done by Northem Telecom wNC to protect the enviroriment as opposed to what is

being done. Agairç this topic is rvorthy of a treatise on its own.
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5,2 Recommendations

There a¡e two areas in which recommendations are warranted. First, at WNC in
régards to the EPC framework there a¡e th¡ee main recommendations. second, in the general

resea¡ch field, four recommendations follorv from thís resea¡ch.

5.21 Recommendations Specific to the EPC Framework

The first recommendation specific to the WNC a¡d the EPC framervork:

. Since Northem Telecom is considered by many to be a leading firm in many areas,

including environmental protectiorç Wireless Nehvorks Calgary must begin to

estimate the costs of environmenial protection: whether they be costs in the

haditional sense, such as staff salaries or audits; or non-traditional albeit significant

costs, such as the costs of foregone revenue or contingent liabilities.

The second recommendation specific to the WNC and the EPC f¡amework:

. The EPC framelvork works and for this reason WNC should conduct an in-house, pilot

study to further develop it. A practical sufiunary for the application of the EpC

framework and its attendant models a¡e included for this purpose (see Appendix Z). If
WNC proceeds with the frameworþ some sub-recommendations a¡e in order. These

will help facilitate the implementation of the framework,s two cost determination

components, activity-based costing and capital budgetinþ:

For activity-based costing:

o ensure senior management buy-in

. structure system so that there is an incentive to participate in the

determination and tracking of costs

. realize that acceptance occurs only gradually

. ensure that visibility of ihe issue is high

. obtain the best possible data with the minimum amount of support

For capital funds appropriation (capitaì budgeting):

. expand the requfuements of CFAs to include items beyond those that only

appear in the department's budget (for e.g., decreased waste generation)
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. establish greater conJormity in the requirements of CFAs/poll managers and

employees on tvhat the environmental priorities should be

. a.llow for and support the use of nârrative descriptors in CFAs

The thi¡d and most important recommendation specific to the IVNC and the EpC

framework:

. Fit ihe EPC framework into WNC's overall strategy. This wou.ld force WNC

management to ask and begin to answer the question: "how much social cost do we

want to intemalize?" Further, by doing this. needed arvareness at the operational

level regarding the envi¡onmental effects of the WNC operation would be induced.

5.2.2 Future Research

This resea¡ch raised a number of issues, some of which ale worthy of futu¡e resea¡ch. tn

particular, there are five questions that should be answered so as to move forwa¡d the issues

which this study addresses:

1. Horv would the resuìts of this study differ if it lvere carríed out at another NT

location? In another company? Or in another industry?

2, What a¡e the implications for the areas of WNC's business that a¡e tied to ISO

compliance if the company chooses ABC in lieu of a quality costing system (for e.g.,

the quality system? the EMS? etc.)?

3. ln dealing with the envi¡onmental costs associated with NT, some important costs

are seen to be very difficult to estimate. Chief among these are opportunity costs.

Resea¡ch into the methods of estimation of these costs is needed.

4. What is the nature of NT's envi¡onmental strategy? How a¡e objectives set and rvhat

drives them? This might answer the question of why WNC, not the parent NT, is

charged with ihe responsibility of determining resource allocation for environmental

protection.

5. The broadest question a.¡rd the most evasive one worth asking is: when do

envirorimental extemalities become contingencies? That is, when do companies

. mandatorily have to assume the responsibility for dealing with their environmental

costs?
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- Appendix 1

IVIRELESS SYSTEùÍ S CALGARY

Northern Telecom employs approximately 700 people at its Calgary-based facility in the
manufacture of sophisticated Digital and Analog rådios and supporting systems, used by
telecommunications companies in many countries around the world. in addition WSC is
recognized as the development center ofPersonal Communications Services (Companion).

The 37,000 square-meter (120,000 square-foot) facility, which opened in 1975 in Calgary's
Skyline Industrial Park, represents a more than $40 million investment by Northern Telecom
in high-technology development in.Alberta. The facility was initially built to manufacture
Digital SwitchinC @MS) Equipment, making a transition to Wireless Systems in 1991.

Our facility has been recognized as a leader in Total Quality Manufacturing, Self Management
Work Teams, and Commitment to Excellencel (a Northern Telecom initiative).

The facility manufactures technology-rich Digital and Analog Radio Units in addition to
systems that support the radios. The digital radios feature a high level of seburity, and th¡ee
voice channels vs. the standard one (potential to have l0 channels/conversations within the
same bandwidth) The analog radios offer a low cost alternative in the competitive RF market.

The actual manufacturing process at the location is as soph.isticated as the communication
systems themselves. To manufacture circuit boa¡ds that a¡e part ofany of the products, a

staged process was engineered. This process includes a cycle time offive days, component
placement rates of900O/ir¡, and eKensive testing facilities. Future technological
manufacturing developments range from double sided reflow soldering, to nitrogen
atmosphere soldering and automatic vision inspection.

Northern Telecom is the leading global supplier of fully digital telecommunications switching
systems, providing products and services to telephone operating companies, corporations,
governments, universities and other institutions wo¡ldrvide. Northern Telecom, rvith 1992

revenues ofUSS8.18 billion, employs over 57,000 people worldwide.

(Note: Wireless Systems Calgary became Wi¡eless Netryorks Ca.lgary i-n the spring of 1995,)
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- Appendix 2 -

Northern Telecom - Wireless Networks Calgary
List of Relevant Environmental Regulations

(at fune 1994)

General Regulations

Norihern Telecom's Environmental Policy (at 1994)

Northem Teleco¡rls Corporate Standad 180.5Q Sections 4.5 and 4.6

Canadia¡r Environmental Protection Act R.S.C. 1985 c16 (4th Supp.)

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act S.A 1 992 c.E-73.3

Criminal Code R.S.C. 7970 c.C-34

Civil Remedies Available at Common Law

National Pollutants Release Inventory

Government Organizations Act 1979: Environmental Assessment a¡d Review Policy Guidelines

Order SOR / 84-467

Environmental Assessment and Enhancement Act S.d 1.992 c.E-13,3:Division 1 - Environmental

Assessment Process

Envi¡onmental Assessment and En-hancement Act S.A- 1992 c.E-13.3: Ënvironmental Protection

a¡d Enhancement (Miscellaneous) Regulatiorç Alta, Reg. 118/93

Environmental Assessment and Enhancement Act S.A. 1992 c.E-13.3: Environmental Assessment

(Mandatory and Exempted Activities) Regulation, Atta. Reg. 111i 93

Environmental Assessment and Enhancemeni Act S.A. 1992 c.E-13.3: Environmental Assessment

Regulatiorl A.lta. Reg. 112l93

Environmental Assessment and Enhancement Act S.,4. 1992 c.E-13.3: Activities Designation

Regulatiory Aìta. Reg. 110/93

City of Calgary Land Use Designation: Section 45, SS.1-2, General Light Industrial Dishict
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Regulations Governing Air Emissions

Canadian Environmental Protection Act R.S.C. 19&5 c.16 (4th Supp.): Ambient Air Quality
Objectives (P.C. 1989-1482)

Ca¡adian Environmental Protection Aci R.S.C. 1985 c.16 (4th Supp.) Environmental Code of

Practice for the Reduction of CFC Emissions from Refrigeration and Air-Conditioning

Systems, Ma¡ch 1991

Canadian Environmental Protection Act R.S.C. 1985 c.16 (4th Supp.): Ozone-depleting

Substances Regulations, No. 4 SOR/9&214

Canadian Envi.ronmental Protection Act R.S.C. 1985 c.16 (4th Supp.): Secondary Lead

Smelter Release Regulationg SOR/91-155

Motor Vehicle Safety Act: Motor Vehicle Safety Regulations, c.R.C. 197& c.1038

IEEE C95.1, 1991 Standa¡d for Exposure to Radio-Frequency and Microwave Radiation

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act S.A. 1992 c.E-13.3; Air Emissions Regulatior¡

Alta. Reg. 1241 93

Environmental Protection and Enha¡cement Act S.A. 1992 c.E-13.3: Alberta Ambient Air

Quality Guidelines

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act S.A. 1992 c.E-13.3: Approvals Procedure

Regulatior¡ Alta. Reg. 113/93

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act S.A. 1992 c.E.13.3: Part 4 - Release of Substances

Environmental Protection ând Enhancement Act S.A. 1992 c.E-13.3: Release Reporting

Regulatiorç Alta. Reg. 117193

Environmental Proiection and Enhancement Act S.,{.7992 c,E-1,3.3: Ozone-Depleting Substances

Regulation, Alta. Reg. 1Æ193

Public Health Acl S.A.1984, c.P-27.7

Public Health Act S.A. 1984, c.P-27.1: Nuisance a¡d General Sanitation Regulatiory Alta. Reg.

2A/8s

Caìgary Bylaw #9025, Nuisances and Untidy and Unsightly Premises

Regulations Governing Liquid Effluent

Canadian Environmental Protection Act R.S.C. 19&5 c.16 (4th Supp.): Environmental Code of

Practice for Underground Storage Tank Systems Containing Pet¡oleum Products and

Allied Petroleum Products, March 1993

Fisheries Act, R.S.C. 7985, c.F-1,4



Fisheries Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.F-14: A Code of Good House.Keeping practice for the Metal-

Finishing Industry, November 192
Fisheries Act, R.S.C. 1985, c.F-14: Metal-Finishing lndustry Liquid Effluent Guidelines

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act s.A. 1,g92 c.E-'13.3: pa¡ 4 - Release of substa¡rces

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act S.A. 1992 c.E-13.3: Release Reporting

Regulatiory AJta. Reg. 117l93

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act S.A. 1992 c.E-13.3: part Z - potable Water

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act S.A, 1992 c.E-13.3: Approvals procedure

Regulatiory AIta. Reg. 113/93

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act s.A. 1992 c.E-l3.3: Industrial plants Regulatiory

AIta. Reg. 121l93

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act S.A . \992 c.E-73.3: Wasteryater and Storm

Drainage Re$ atioû Aìta. Reg. 119/93

Calgary ByJaw #56M84, Sewer Service

Regulations Governing Materials Handling

Intemational Air Transportation Association, Resolution 618, Attachment ,,A,,: Dangerous

Goods Reguìations. 1994

Canadian Electrical Code (16th Edition)

Canadian Environmental Protection Act R.S.C. 1985 c.l6 (4th Supp.): Envi¡onmental Code of

Practice for Underground Storage Tank Systems Containing petroleum products and

Allied Petroleum Products, March 1993

canadian Environmenial Protection Act R.s.C. 1985 c.16 (4th supp.): storage of pcB Materiai

Regulations SOR/ 92-507

Hazardous Products Act R,S.C. 19þ c.H-3

Haza¡dous Products Act R.S.C. 1985. c.H-3: Controlled Products Regulations SOR/88.66

Pest Control Products Act R.S.C. 19&5, c.P-9

Pest Control Products Act R.S,C. 1985, c.P-9: Pest Control Products Regulations C.R.C. 1978 c.1253

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act S.C. 1992 c.34

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act S.C. 1992 c.34: Transportation of Dargerous Goods

Regulations SOR/&5-77

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Control Act S.A. 1982, cIáS
Transportation of Dangerous Goods Control Act S.A. 1982, c.T{S: Transportation of Dangerous

Goods Control Act Regulations, AIta. Reg.383/85



Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act S.A. 1992 c.E-13.3: Pa¡t I - Hazardous

Substances and Pesiicides

Environmental Protection and Enhancement Act S.A. 1992 c.E-13.3: Pesticide Sales, Handling,

Use and Application Regulation, Alta. Reg. 126193

Fire Prevention Act: Aiberta Fire Code 1992, Nta.Reg. 2M/92

Calgary By-law #67M87, T ransportation of Dangerous Goods

Regulations Governing Waste

Canadian Environmental Protection Act R.S.C. 1985 c.16 (4th Supp.): Exports and Imports of

Hazardous Wastes, SOR/ 92-637

Canadian Envtonmental Protection Act RS.C. 1985 c.16 (4th Supp.): Toxic Substances Export

Notifi cation Regulations. SOR 92-634

Canadian Environmental Protection Act R.S.C. 1985 c16 (4th Supp.): Haza¡dous Wasie

Incineration Facilities Guidelines, Ma¡ch 1992

Environmental Contaminants Act R.S.C. 1985,c.E-12: Guidelines for the Management of

Biomedical Waste in Ca¡ada

Environmental Contaminants Act R.S.C. 1985.c.E-12: Guide[nes for the Management of PCB

Wasteg December 1982

Transportation of Dangerous Goods Act S.C. 1992 c.34: Transportation of Dangerous Goods

Regulations SOR/8F77

EnvironmentaÌ Protection and Enhancement Act S.A . 1992 c,Ê-1.3.3: Part 9 - Wâste

Minimizatiorç Recycting and Waste Management

Environmental Protection and EnJrancement Act S.4.7992 c.E-73.3: Waste Control Regulation,

Alta. Reg. 129193

Clean Water Act S.A. 1992, E-13.3: lndustrial Landfill Guidelines, June 1987

Public Health Act S.A. 1984, c.P-27.1: Nuisance and General Sanitation ReguJation. Alta. Reg,

242-85

Public Health Act S.A. 1984, c.P-27.1: Waste Management Regulation, Alta. Reg. 250-85

Public knds Act R.S.A. 198Q c.P-30

Calgary Bylaw #13M82. Garbage, Refuse and Waste

Calgary ByJaw #39M93, Unsightly Premises

City of Calgary Land Use Designation: Section 45, SS.1-2, General Light Industrial District



- Appendix 3 -

Handout for Interviews

Research into Methods of Accounting for
Environmental Protection Costs

Purpose:

the purpose of this research is to help Northern Telecom find a better way to measure

and control its costs of environmental protecäon.

Objectives

- to examine the applicability of quality costing methods; activity based costing

methods; and contingent liabi.lity costing methods for use in accounting for

environmentaJ protection costs

- to evaluate the above methods using an actual case(s) and input from those persons

directly involved in the gathering and use of the information

- to describe existing Northem Telecom, Wi¡eless Systems Calgaq/s environmental

protecfion cost accounting methods

Methods:

- revierv literature relaied to cost accounting, environmental law and total quatity

management

- discuss and explore appropriateness a_nd applicability of quality costing, activity

based costinç and contingent liability accounting methods with ¡elevant NT WSC

individuals

- discuss existing NT WSC environmental protection cost accounting methods lviih
releva¡t NT WSC individuals
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Northem Telecos/s Potential Beneñts of Environ¡nental

Pmtection

- Savings on materials, energy, waste disposal. and time devoted to dealing with

environmental problems

- Improved access to debt a¡d equity capita.l and insurance coverage

- Better public and employee relâtions

- Greater flexibility in dealing with regulations and ability to inJluence industry and

regulatory standa¡ds

Norther¡r Telecom's Potential Costs of Environnental Protection

There a¡e th¡ee broad categories of costs:

1, Preparation:

- technological modification to control, neukalÞe, recyde, or dispose of the output of

Processes

- changing source materials

- obtaining permits

2, Maintenance:

- general administration (e.g. maintaining environmental management system)

- rvaste disposal and handling costs

- recyding and reuse costs

- staff training

- environmental auditing costs

3. Reparation:

- fines a¡d penalties

- perf ormance requirements

- litigation costs

- re-acquiring alienated customers

- sub-optimal use of production inputs

- excess production of waste



Activity Based Costing

Attaches costs to appropriate products, processes, or customers

Allows for detailed cost and non-cost information

Trvo steps: (1) identify costs and (2) assign costs via'cost driverl.
Two types of cost drivers:

(1) resource drivers - assign cost of resources to activities

(2) activity drivers - assign cost of activities to products, processes or customers

Two types of activities:

(1) micro activities - detailed cost and non-cost information

(2) macro activities - grouping of micro activities for overall costing decisions

Micro grouped into macro according to three criteria:

(1) same level of activity?

(2) same activity driver?

(3) acävities have same purpose or function?

Examples of cost d¡ivers related to environmental protection:

- Ë of recyclable and reusable products, quantity of the products, strength of resale

market

- environmental legislation

- f of facilities audited and extent and frequency of audit

- extent of training pro$ams

- # of organizational changes required

- # of response alternatives and extent of environmental risk involved



Qu¡lity Costing (Retum on QualiÇ)

Model of Quality
Costs

Total Costs

OUALITY
LOSS LEVEL

Failure Costs

Extemal - fines, penalties, etc.

lnternal - inefficient use of ene¡gy, etc.

Appraisal Costs

Environmental audits, etc.

Prevention Costs

Technology and staff training

Ze¡o
Loss

(Carr and Tyson 1992)



Contingent Liability Costs

Contingent liabilities are the 'hidden' costs associated with a company,s failure to

adequately protect the environment. These are such things as the penaltie5 resulting from the

commission of quasi-criminal offenses/ performance requi¡ements stemming from contaminated

site responsibilities, and the 'contingencies of change'(failure to take the fufure into account).

One possible way of estimating the monetary costs associated lvith contingent

Iiabilities is through the use of the contingency decision kee, based on the model of expected

value.

Stage 1 Stage 2

' 1'- P' ;YÍ

I-n 'E' P'-\Yt

¡r \e 1'-p ..--xrtor-<;

For each out-of-compliance situation a separate contingency decision tree is drawn, A
value for n is then derived by arbitrarily determining the level of enforcement in the

jurisdiction: n is equal to 1.0 if there is 100 percent enforcement and 0.0 if there is no

enforcement.l This is how the probability ofbeing charged, n, is determined.

The next step is more compliôated. The penalty range must be determined and a

probability for each level of penalty given. The highest penalty will likely be dealt out only

in the most "egregious of circumstances." Egregious circumstanceq it will be suggested, are

achieved when all sixteen of Swaigen and Bunt's sentencing factors (1985) a¡e reaìized.

Therefore, one can estimate the exposure to monetary penatty by estimating the likelihood of

the enactment of these factors. A decision tree with these factors is provided in the Decision

Va¡iable Worksheet.

Since this framervork is only a rule of thumb and not intended to supply complete

information to the decision-maker, it is not appropriate to use an elaborate numbering scheme

1 Unfort rnately setting n = 1 because of a mo¡al obþation reduces the validíþ of the model.



for determining the probabilities of the enactment of the sentencing factors. For this reason only

three ratings will be used: likely, not likely, and not determinable.2 A'not determinable'

rating cârries a factor of zero; a'not likely'rating carries a factor of .33; and a'hkely'factor a

rating of .66. These ratíngs correspond to the probability range expressions appearing in the

CICA Handb ook Section 3290.06.

Having completed the decision variable worksheet the assessor or decision-maker now

has a decision variable which is equivalent to the probability 'þ" shown above, This

probabiliiy "p" is now multiplied by the predetermined maximum penalty 'Xu" and this gives

an expected outcome "O2." Finally, n is multiplied by the expected outcome "O2" to give 'O1."

'01" is the contingent liability cost for that reguìatory issue.

2 ldeaìly *e would like to turn to tbe American ju¡isdiction whe¡e tåere is more experience
and interest in dealing with wrcertainþ. Indeed, it would be better to use the A¡.erican
rati¡g syst€B as it does not mix likelihood with precision as does the Cqnedi¿n system.
There, 'pmbable', 'reaeonably possible', and'remote', defi.ne the range of "''certainty (lttock
ald Vertinsky, 1985). However, in the interest of convention tJ¡is was not doræ.



Risk Factor

(Figue 2

Risk Factor Determination

Weigh t Rating

() ()

()

(

(

(

()

()

()
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Specification

Introduction
Organiz¿lioß of aü kinds a¡e incre¿si¡8.ly
concemed to achiev€ and demonstr¿te sound
envi¡onmen!¡l performa¡ce. They do so i¡l ¿he
contel(l of i¡rc¡easi¡gly stri¡gent legjslalion, the
developmenr of econom¡c and other meâiù]?s to
foster envi¡þnmentål protection, and a gene¡ãl
gfowth of concem about envi¡onment¿l m¿tte¡s,
Mâ¡y organizarions have u¡dertåIen envi¡onmentâ¡
'reviells' or 'audlcs' Èo assess their envi¡orunen¡al
perfomaÂce. On thei¡ ow¡, horveve¡ì cviec/s â¡d
audjls ca¡no! proeide â¡ orga¡izafion wi¡à fhe
¿ssu¡¿¡ce thai its performa¡ìce not only me€¿s, but
will conlinue to meer, leg¡slarive a¡d policy
¡equi¡€men¿s. Ib be effeftive, they ne€d !o be
conducted within ¿ struclu¡ed management
s,stem, integrated ivilh ove¡¡ll mânage¡nent
acd\ify a¡d addressi¡g signiJicanr envi¡on¡nent¿l
effec.s.
Th¡s Brilish St¿nda¡d speciJies the elemenls of such
an enli¡orunent¡l ma¡agement system, inle¡lded to
appl:/ ro âll Ð/pes a¡d sizes of organizarion. The
besis of lhe approach is shoñ'n in flo'r chÀ1 fonn
in fi8u.e l, I¿ ihould be nored that ma¡y of the
saages ma:; be addres..ed concurrent¡y o¡ relisit€d
al any time. The success of t¡e st6tem depends on
commi¡menr from a-ll levels, especially from the
highes! levels of mânâgemen!. Â system of rhis
kirid enables a¡ oqaniz¿rion !o establish, a¡d
áss€ss lhe effectiveness of, procedu¡es to s€t a¡
enei.ronnenEl po[ic]' 3nd objectives, achieve
complia¡ce wirh them. a¡d demons¡late such
compliânce to orhers. The s!¡¡da¡d is a]so intended
lo suppon ceniJica¡ion schemes.
ñ_OTE. Eleñe^Lr wirhi¡ rhe box shown in double line. in
fi$l¡e I ¡¡e pâft oi lhp spècifcårion ¿¡rd are rÀeæfoÉ
ásse.,!¡b¡è elemén¿r ìn ¡ rlsreri.

Figure l. Schematic diag¡¿m of rhe ståges in the implement¿tion of
alr en\i¡onmentål m¿uulgement sys¡em

In add¡tion to specifying the .equiremen!s for an
enliÌorlmenia¡ management s'stem. che stånda¡d
also prÞvides Suidance, in a-nnex.{, on
implementation and ássessment. For ease of use,
the principal subclauses of rhe specilicacion a¡d
Sujde ha!'e ¡elated numbe6; thus, for ela¡nple, 4.5
a¡d 4.5 bo¿h deâl Fish envi¡onmenlal objectiv€s
¿¡d la¡gets, a¡d 4.10 and A.l0 both deal with
enli¡onmenlal management audits.
¡iOIE. 1lê pÉpdrory ¡eviêÈ is hcluded tn !¡rê Suidê
(sê? 1.1.2), bu! B not p¡¡r of lhe sp€cinc¡ùon, b€.aur. ¡! it
noß a¡ ¿$€3s¿blé elemenÌ olan ell3blished stlr€m. HoRrla i!
b ¡itêly ro be !ãluâÞle to .¡Í o¡Efili:â¡ioÃ ø!hou! ¡ forln¡l
.Illimnmenr¿l m¿¡¡€emcnr q6¡€m in plå.e ehich *i¡à€. ro
¡pply rhis ståndård, brc¡us€ ¡! wiü help ensu.le rtl¿! sut¡6¿qu€nr
êffott¡ arÊ oP¡imslly elfecti!3.

Envi¡on¡nenal ma¡lagement âudits ã¡d
enli¡onmental mâ¡agemen¡ reviews a¡e inheænt,
bu¡ sepa¡ãle, pa¡ts of the system. ÀudiLs assess
borÀ ahe effectivenesg of the envi¡onftent.ál
m¡¡¡aSemen¡ s'st€m and the achievement of tìe
en!Íonmentãl objec¿ives. Reliews check the
continuing relevance of rhe envi¡onmental policy,
upda(e che evaluâtion of environnentål effects,
Â¡d check lhe efficÂcy of audits and fouorr.up
acdons.
ThiJ Britiih Srandard is compatible wirh BS ã?50,
âs !her" Þ]ie parallel app.oaches to achieçi¡g and
demo$rÉti¡g complia¡ce \Ì'irh specilied
requkements. A¡nex B eKÞla¡¡s the li¡ks be¡,Ìveen
them. It is erpecred lhat oagãni2åtions ope¡'aÈing to
BS 5?50 wil readily be able to erlend lhei¡
managemeit systems in accordance rvilh rhis
sta¡da¡d. bur oper¿Èion to BS 5750 is not a
prerequis¡!e foÍ opeÉrion to this stãnda¡d.

Page ,A.13
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I Scope

2 lnformative ¡eferences
This Brirish Stândâ¡d refe¡s to other publications
rhar p.ovide infoûnârion or guidance. EditiorLs of
these publicarions cu¡rent a! rhe time of itsue of
¡hi5 srândâ¡d ¿¡e listed on the i¡ìside bâck coi€r,
bu! reference should be made to the la¡esr
ediriorìJ.

B Defnitions
Fo. the purpos€s of rhis Eriajsh St¿rìda¡d the
foUo\¡/ing deltlliriora apply.

3. I contin¡¡sl improveûent
yea¡.on-yea¡ enhancemenÈ of ove¡".11 envi¡onment¿i
performance, not necessarilJ_ in Âll a¡eas of activity,
¡esulling from conlinuous effo¡ts Èo i¡np.ove in line
wich en!üonmental policy. Thjs enìaJrcemen! will,
lr'here âppropria!e, be achieted by meesures such
45:

a) deçelopmenLs in produc!s, seõices, processes
and facil¡t¡es:
b) enianced product qua.l¡t.1', ope¡-ational
efficienq¡ a¡d ¡esour-ce utilizålio n;

c) the applic¡tion of measu¡es, with a view to
reducing adr'e¡se enrj¡onmenlål effects to levels
no! erceedi¡rg those correspondi¡g ¿o

economicall,ç liab¡e application of b€sl a'¡aila¡le
tech¡olog'(see ,l'.5).

3. 6 enlironment¿I mansgement
Thos¿ aspecÉ of the overåU management function
(i¡cludi¡g pla¡tnhg) that develop, implement and
mai¡¡¿in rhe envi¡onmen(¡I policy.

3.7 enri.roriment¿I manÂgement aqdit
.t slfemaric er€luation lo determine whether o¡
nor rle envi¡onmental mânagemen¿ system a¡ld tàe
enri¡on¡nencâ¡ pe¡forma¡ce it acNeves confor¡¡t to
plânned â¡rô¡gements, and whether or not the
s}lrem is ihplemented effectively, and Ir snitåb¡e
!o fu-tiú the oaga¡iz¿tion's envi¡on¡nent¿l policy
and objectives.

3.6 enri¡onment¿l ms¡aSlemen! ma¡ual
The documenlalion describi¡g the ove¡.¿t¡ system,
and mâki¡g ceference to the p¡ocedures for
i¡npleanenti¡8 the orga.nizåtion's envi¡onJnen¡ål
maJlagemenl proSramme.

3.9 enrùon¡nental ¡¡rs¡agement prog!¿tnme
.4, dÈjcnprion of the meâ¡s of achiering
enli¡onment¿l objectives â¡ld tå¡gets.

3. ¡0 enri¡onmen¡ål or¿u¡¡lgement ¡evieÉ
The formãl eE¡uation by management of dte stâ¡l$
and adequ¿cy of the o¡ga¡ÞÂlion's enyilonrnental
policl'. slsterns dnd p¡ocedures in ¡e¡aEion to
enrironmentâ.I issues, regularions and clå-nging
ci¡cufislances,

3,2 env!¡onmenc

This Bri¿ish Standa¡d specilies requi¡emen¿s for lhe The suÍoundi¡gj and condilions in wh¡ch en
developmen!, implementacion and mainten¿nce of organiation operales, including Uvi¡lg srß-ter¡rs

envi¡oämenta.l rn'anagemenl systems aimed a¡ (huma¡- a¡d-othe¡) therein As the envimnmenta¡
ensuring compliance-wirh staied envi¡onment¿¡ effects-(see 3.3).ol the or8â¡ti"¡rion may Þåch â¡l
policy aid objtecrives. The st¿-nda¡d does not itielf pe¡ts of rhe wotld, ¡he envi¡oruîent in this conte¡d
iøce specilÌc envimnmenrål p€rfo¡ma¡ce c¡iteria, efte¡ds from withi.¡t lhe workÞlace to the Eloba.l
buc re{uires or¡anÞations to fo.mu.lare pollcies a¡d s!:tem'
obiec¿ives Þking in¡o account uJorñatioft about 3.3 enyi¡on¡nentå.I effect
signiJican¡ enli¡onjnenøl effects.
rhe sEnda¡d is ¿ppucabre ro a¡y orsanizarion thar *-ffiiåiii:1fl3äfiå",jì!åt"Tä¡l,-0""
wishes to: upon rhe ewì¡onmenc, whethe¡ adve¡se õr

a) assuJe i¿s€lf of ils complia¡lce with a stå¡ed beneficial.
envi¡orunent¡l policy; and

b) demonsrrale such compt¡a¡ce ro othe¡s. :'i^11Ï-Ï"Li :::::ts 
evsluatlon

Àu rheeremen¿sspecii¡edrnthes¡an¿Jä *;i,H'l1T:Î:F:rä:l:iiH:ffiX:ii
intended to be inco.po.aled inro any aCririries, produc¿s and services (eÈsd¡g a¡d
enli¡onftentå.I nanagement sistem, bul the e:cent Dbnned). 

'

of the applicacion of any one element will depend
on such'fäcrors as the envi¡onmencål policy of rhe 3.5 enti¡onnent¿l effects ¡egister
oaE¿niz¿lion, t¡e nalu¡e of ils actilities and qhe A lisr of !àe signilicå¡t envÍ¡onmenøI e¡fecfs,
coddilions in \thich it ope!-â!es. ¡q1oñr or suspected, of the activiqies, p¡oducts a¡d

senices of che organizarion.
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3.ll envi.rorimentå¡ ma¡u¡gemeng system
The o¡ganiz¿!ional struc¡u¡e, .esponsibili!ies,
p¡'¿ctices, procedures, process€s ¿rnd ¡esou¡ces for
implemenli¡g envi¡onmenÈal ma¡agemenl,

t. 12 environment¿l objecùives
The b¡oad goals, a¡ising f¡om Ìhe envi¡on¡nen!¿l
policy a¡d effecls e!.¿lualion, tha! a¡ or8:anizâlion
s€¿s its€lf to acfueve, a¡rd which a¡e quâ¡rtiJied
whe¡eve¡ prãcticable.

3. I3 envi.ron¡nentål policy
A public ståtemen¡ of Ìhe intentions a¡d p¡inciples
of aclion of rhe orga¡iz¿lion .egâ¡di¡g its
envi¡onmenrâl e¡fec¿s, giei¡g rise to i¿s objectives
and t¿¡ge¡s.

3. 14 envi¡onment¿¡ ta¡gets
De¡å¡led perfor¡na¡ce requi¡ements, qua¡tÍfied
wherever pBcdcable, applic¡ble co the
oB¡.nizaÈion oa parts thereof, úa¿ a¡ise f¡om t¡e
envi¡onmentãl objectives a¡d thaE need !o be se!
ând me! in o¡de¡ to achieve those objectives.

3,15 inte¡ested lsrties
Those qrirh an inreresi in lhe envir¡ußent¿l effecLs
of an or8:anizålion s ¿clieilies, producrs and
sellices. Thej/ include lhose exercisi¡g st3¿ufory
enlironmental con!¡ol ove¡ the organization, loca¡
residen!s, the organiz4gion's $or!f,orce, i¡vesto¡s,
a¡d i¡su¡eas, cuslome¡s ¿rnd consr¡¡ne¡s,
enli¡orlmentål ingeresr g¡oups a¡d che general
public.

3,16 o rgsrizatio n
Any org¡rnized body or est¿bllshment, for e;<a.rnple,
a business, companf goveÍLment dep¿utment,
chå¡iry or sociery Fo¡ bodies or estâblisfunenLs
wilh more ¿h&r one site, a si¡gle site may be
defined as an oaga.¡ìization.

¡. l? veriJicarion activities
A.ll inspection, test and monitoring wo¡k related !o
enli¡onmen!al management.

4 Envi¡onment¿l m¿¡.nagement system
requi¡ements
4. I Environment¡l marìagement sys¡em
The orgra¡ization shtll esl¿b¡ish and mai¡tain â¡
enli¡onment¡l manâgemenl slstem as a mea¡s of
erLsuring thar rhe effecB of !ìe activities, products
a¡d seÉicer of úhe organi?¿lion conform to its
enriÞnmental poücy and ¿ssocialed objectives and
tår8e¿s. This shall i¡clude:

a) rhe prepararion of documentd s'stem
p¡oceduaes a¡d i¡structiorlr i¡ accordance with
the requi-remencs of this sid¡dard;
b) rhe effecti!e implementarion of the s)Etem
p¡ocedures and instructiorÈ.

[n implemenri¡g !he èn!ì¡orunen!¿l ma¡agemen!
st"stem. the orga¡rizotión shdl take accounl of a¡,ç
peninenr code of pr-Jc!ice to \vhich iÈ subscdber,

4.9 En!ì!onmentål pollcy
The org:r¡izalion s management shall define a¡ld
documen! ¡ts envi¡onmen¿al policy, wi¿hin the
context of the enei¡orunentål policy of any b¡oader
corporÀte body of ryhich ¡t is a pa.rr â¡d with the
endoF€menr of thar body (see 3.16). The
managemenr shâ.ll erLsure that thie policy:

a) is relevânr to irs activides, products a¡rd
se¡vices, ¿¡d their envi¡onmental effects;
b) is commu¡icared, i¡nplemenred a¡d
rnâinråined ar a.ll levels in the orgãnizarion;
c) is made publ¡cly a,¡ailable;

d) includes a commitmen¿ to conti¡luâl
improvement of envi¡onJ¡lenÞl performance;

e) p¡ogides for the setting and pubucation of
enlironJnenøl objectives;

0 sares which of rhe organization's acrivities â¡e
cove¡ed by the pa¡ticr¡Ia¡. envi¡onment¿l
mañagemenc 5-l$em;
g) i¡dicrles ho\e the envi¡o¡unental objecri!.es
ì¡ill be made publicly available.

4.3 O rganiz.ario n ùrd pe¡sonnel

4.3. I Rzspons ibil¿.tq, d.ut horitg and, rêources
T¡e organizat¡on shall defi¡e and documènt the
resporlribi¡!t', au¿hority and i¡rerrelârions of key
9e¡sonnel who ma¡ege, perfom and verify
acriliries having a si!¡ilica¡ts effect, ¿crual o¡
pocenriaì. on the envûonment, including those who
need the or8ânizâ¿ìonal f¡eedom and auùority to:

a) prolide suflicienc resou-rces á¡d p€rsonnel fo¡
implement3rion;
b) iniria(e action ro ensure compua¡lce with
enli¡orurenta.l pol.icy;

c) identify and reco¡d a¡y envi¡onmenEl
problemJ;

d) i¡ì.itiare, ¡ecornmend oa p¡olide soluÌions to
rhose pmblems rh.ough designat€d cha.nnels;

e) çerifj rhe iñplementation of such solutiorls;

0 control fru.ther âctivities unril any
enli¡onmen!¿.¡ dèficiency or urìsâtisfaclo¡?
condilion h¿t been correcred;
g) ac¿ in emergency s¡tuations.

4.J,2 vþri.frcat¿o^ æsources a,nd, peßonnel
The organjzarion sha.ll identify in.house verilìcat¡on
¡equi¡ements and p¡ocedu¡es, Þrovide âdequate
resou-rces and ¿ssign competent pe¡so¡rnel foa
veriJicalion acriviries (see a.lso {.3.{),
1,3.3 JIanog e hent rcpresenlat¿ue
the orga¡izã¿ion Jhall appoi¡t a ma¡agement
represenl3t¡çe lvho. i¡respeclive of o¡her
responsibilirÌes, shr.ll ha!€ deauted aurho.ify and
responsibili!]- for e¡¡uring thct lhe aequi¡emenE of
this iiand¡¡d ale ilnplemented a¡d mainrained.
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4.3,1 Perso^nel, communícat¿o^ and tra,ín¿ng

The org¡nizÁrion shall es!åbüsh and ma¡nlain
paocedures to ensure lhal ¡ls employees or
members, at all levels. a¡e awa¡e of:

a) the imponânce of compliance with the
envi¡onmentål policy a¡d objectives, a¡d c.ith
the requi¡emen¿s of ¡his stã¡da¡d;
b) ¡he siSnificãnt envi¡onmen!å.I effects, actual
o¡ polenlial, of thei¡ s¡o¡k activities and tÀe
en!'i¡onmen!3l benefils of improved
pe rfo rm¡rnce;

c) rhei¡ roles â¡ld responsibilities in a4hieving
compuance wilh rhe environment¿.I pol¡cy and
objefiives, a¡d lYirh lhe requi¡ements of this
stând¿¡d;
d) ¿he potenlial consequences of dep¿unÛe frÞm
speciJied oper¡ting procedules,

The orga¡izâcion shall est¿blish ând maintain
p¡ocedu¡es ¡or identifying d'aining needs, å¡d for
providi¡g appropria.e F¿ining for all pe¡son¡el
rehose work maÍ hâ!€ a sisniJic¿¡t effect upon the
enli¡olunen!, Records of lr¿ini¡g shall be
mainr¿ined (see abo.{.9).
Pe.sonnel performi¡g specilic åssi8ned rasb shal.l
be comperent on the baiis of appropriate
educalion, t¡ainihg and or expenence, ¿s requ¡¡ed
by legis¡ation o. ¡egularion, if such erists, â¡ld by
the orgÂnizåtion.

4,3,3 Contrdcto¡s
The orSaniz¿tion shall esr¿bt¡sh and rnainl¿in
pmcedu¡es to ensu¡e lha! conl¡acÈo¡s a¡e made
alva¡e of relev-¿¡t ensi¡onmen¡al managemen¿
syslem requilements and p¡ovisions.

4.4 EnviÌon¡rent¿.Ì ef fec¡s

4.1.I CommunicatiotLs
The organiz¡rion shall establish and maint¿in
procedu¡es for aeceiri¡g, documenling and
!€spondi¡g to coÍrÌ¡nuNcstions (inle¡¡al and
e\-remal) f¡om releva¡r i¡lerested panies
concemi¡g its en!ìmnmen¡3l effecls a¡d
manaSemen¡ (seè a¡o {.9).

4,1.2 Enëíronmental eîects etaluat¿on and
regisler
The o.ga¡liz¡tion shåLl est¿btish and maint¿in
procedu¡es fo¡ idenrifli¡g, er¡mining a¡d
e!?luati¡g lhe enii¡onmenl¡.1 effects, bo!h Cl¡ect
a¡d indi¡ect, of i¿s aclilities, produc¿s and
s€ñices, a¡d for cornpiling d regisrer of those
iden!ijied ss si8nilicanr. The procedu¡es sh¿ll
include, whe¡e sppaopriare, coñide¡-¿tion of:

a) controll€d and u¡cont¡þlled emissions to
a(mosphe¡e;
b) conrml.led a¡d u¡conrrolled discha¡ges lo
l!?leal
c) solid and orhèr lvasrês;

d) cont¡mi¡slion of landi

e¡ ule ot tana, w¿rei fuels and enerst, a¡ld other
natuaãl resources;

0 noise, odour, dust, vib¡-¿¿ion a¡d visua¡ impac¿;
g) effecrs on specilic pa¡rs of lhe envi¡onmenr,
including êcos'ystems.

The p¡ocedu¡es shall i¡clude corlsidelation of
effectS Â¡isi¡8, oa likely to â¡i5e, ¿$ consequences
of:

l) no¡mal ope.¿ti¡lg condil¡oru;
2) abnormal operåÈi¡g conditions, including
shu!-down ând s!¡¡!.ùp conditions;
3) incidenLs, acciden¿r and polendâl emeBency
s¡tuations;
4) p¿s¡ acliliries, cr.¡¡rent ¿ctivi¡ies a¡d pla¡ned
activiries,

4.1,3 R¿g¿ster oJ leglsldt¿æ, reguldtory did,
o t he r p o lic g req u i re me n ts
The organizårion sha.ll establish a¡d mainr¿.in
paocedu¡€s lo rEcord aI legislati!'e, regula¡ory and
olhe. policy ¡equi¡emenDs a¡d codeJ (to which the
o.ganization subscribes) applic¿ble ro the
envi¡onnen¡å¡ aspecls of its actirilies, p¡oducts
and seffices.

4.5 Environmenta.l objectives a¡d tå¡gets
The o¡ganizarion shau establÍsh a¡d maintâin
procedu¡es to specily its envi¡onmenr¿l objectives,
and consequenE l¡Jge¡i, ât all releva¡t leç€ls sithin
the o rganizãtio n.

l¡ addition ro cornptiance \Ì¡ilh all ¡eleeant
Iegjslâcige and regula¡ory r€qui¡emenÈs, otÀer
objectives a¡d tâ¡ge¿s shall be idenÌiJ¡ed after
consideF¡don of che eneL'orúnen!âl effecE registet
the fi¡ancia.l, oper'¡cional and business
lequiremenLs of lhe orSa¡izåtion, a¡ld the vie\rs of
releva¡! itlteresled pa¡ties,

The objecrives and ø¡gets shall b€ consisten¡ with
the envûonJnental policy, and shall qua:rriJy
wherever prÂcticable the commitmenl to conlinual
improvemen¡ iÃ enli¡onmenlal penbrmance over
defined time-scales.

4.6 Envi¡onmentål ¡najragement pro8¡a.nune
The organizalion Jhûll estÂblish a¡d main¡¡in a
pao8mmme for acNeling lhe objectives and rå¡ge¿J.
l¡ shall include:

a) des¡Snarion of respo(Lsibi.lic, fo¡ achierìng
tâ¡gets a! each releE¡t function a¡d level of Èhe
o18¡niz¡¡ion:
b) the rneans b:/ \vfuch they a¡e !o be achieved.
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Separ¿le prog¡ammes shâll be estÂblished in respêct
of rhe en!ì¡onmenc¡l manâgement of projecLs
¡elating !o new developmenti, produc6, se¡vices or
processes, or !o modilied products, señices o¡
processes (rvhere the modiJic¿rion introduces
signifi cantly different envi¡onjnerl¿l elfec¿5), to
define:

l) ¡he e¡rvi¡onment¿l objecrives to be âttained;
2) lhe mecha{risrns fo¡ ¿heir achieveaent;
3) rhe procedu¡es for dealiÃg with châ¡ges ã¡d
modjl¡cations as p¡ojects proceed;

4) lhe conective mechanisrns t¡al will be
employed should lhe need a¡ise, how they will
be acti!ãted and how lheir âdequ¿cy will be
measu¡ed in âny paFicula¡ siluation in which
they a¡e applied.

SOTE, the phrÂs€ €nvi¡ôntnêná¡ ¿t!€stn€nf b widely us€d ¡o
¡n€3¡ 3 5rudt.lquüed by auúo.ider, u¡d€r ùe pÞ¡n¡ng
p¡Dce$. fo¡ cen¡h r''ps ofdêeêlopñent.

,f.7 Enl.i¡onJnent¿l ma¡agement md¡u¡l s¡rd
documentltion
4,i.L Jfa^ual
The orga¡i?irion sh¡ll establ¡sh and naínt¿in a
mânuâl or m¡nua¡, in paper or elecnonic form, toi

a) coUare lhe en!i¡onmental policy, objec¿ives
a¡d rârgets, and p¡og¡a¡nme;

b) documen! rhe key roles a¡d ¡espo¡sibilities;
c) describe the inleracrions of system elemenLs;

d) proeide di¡ection to relaled documen¡ation
and describe othea aspects of the ¡¡ânagemenl
sJsrem, Phere app¡opnate.

f¡ addi!¡on !o deálin8 ñirh the nomal ¿ctivities of
rhe o¡ganizarion, the ma¡ual (or ¡elaled
documentå!ion) shall cover abnormal operating
condiliorls. and incidenrs, accidenrs a¡d potentisl
emergenLt- si râlions. EmeBency pla¡s shau,
ç'he¡e necessa¡y, contain ¡eleçên! envi¡onmenta.l
i¡forma!ion and i¡strucdons. The emergency plans
shall be te$ed, wheae!er pi¿c!icÂble, by methods
capable of checlci¡g rhei¡ su¡tabüly and
effectiçeness.

4,i.2 Docume^tatíon
The or¿âniz¡rion shâll estáblish ând ma¡ntain
pmcedu¡es for conlrotling ¿ìl documencs ¡equiled
by ûjs sr¿¡dd¡d !o eNure tha!:

a) rhey câ¡ be idenlilied lvilh the appropriate
organizåtion, didsion, function or activiry;
b) ¡hey a¡e periodicrüy reriewed, relis€d as
necessa¡-1' and app¡oved for edequact by
aurhorÞed pe¡sonnel prior to ¡ssue;

c) thè curren¡ velsions of aeleE¡t documenE ¿r¡e
âr'ailable ar a-ll locations wheae operatio¡ls
ejs€ndal to the effective functioni¡g of the
s)stem a¡e pe¡formed;
d) obsole¡e docu¡nencs a¡e pro¡¡prly removed
from all points of Lrsue ând poi¡rs of úre.

.{ll documenEtion shaìl be legible, dared (Mth
dares of revision), ¡eadily indenriJiable, maintained
in an orderly manner and ret¿¡ned fo¡ ¿ speciJ¡ed
period. Clea! poticies and respocsibilities shâU be
es!¿blished conceming the modiJication of the
ll¡ior.rs t]'pes of docu¡nenr. Thei¡ a\.åilabiliE, sirhin
a¡d outside the or8ã¡riza¡ioÂ shâ.ll be de¿e¡¡nined.

4.S Oper¿rionêI contlol

4,3.L General
illa¡agemenE ¡esponsibiliries sha.ll be del¡ned to
ensu¡e dtat control, ve¡ifica¡ion, meesu¡emenÈ and
tesci¡g within indieiduâl parts of the organiz¿rion
a¡e adequately coordinâled and effec¡ively
perbrmed.

4.3.2 Control
Thc o.ganiz¿rion shall idenrify funcriorLs, actiliries
a¡d p¡ocesses wNch effect signiJican¡ly, or hâle
rhe porential ro aJfect sienifica¡tly, lhe
enli¡onment. T¡e oaSanizâ¿ion shau plån such
fu¡crions ând ¿crivities to ensu-re ¡ha! lhey a¡e
ca¡iied oul under controlled conditions. h¡ticul¿¡
aRènrion sho.ll be pa¡d ro the following.

a) Documented procedu¡es a¡rd work inst¡uctions
(cor!5istent with, and cont¿ining references to,
the organizåcion s envimrunenr¿l na¡ual)
deini¡g lhe ma¡ner of conducri¡g the actirìt-1:
nhelher by the o¡ganization s own employees or
b¡ orhers acring on i¿s behalf- Such procedu¡es
and work i¡slnictions shal be paepa¡ed for
siruations in which che absence of such
i¡s!ructio[s could result i¡ i¡fringemen¿ of !Àe
enli¡onfi entâl pol.icy.

b) Procedu¡es and work instructions deali¡lg \rith
procuremen! and contmcted actilities, Èo erEu¡e
ùat suppueas a¡d ¿hose acri¡g on ¿he
o.ganÞâtion's behalf comp¡y with rhe
o.ganiz¡tìon's poliLÌ aequi¡ements tha! rclale !o
rhem.
c) ìfonitoring a¡d conlrol of ¡eler"¡t prûcess
cha¡¿cterisrics (e.9. ef8uen! streams and w¿ste
dbpos¿l).
d) -{pproEl of pla¡ned prccesses and equ¡pment.
e) Criteri¡ fo¡ perforrdance, nNch shall be
sdpu¡aled in !çdrteri sla¡da¡ds.



4,8.J 9'erílìcatìon, medsurement a^d testing
The orE¡nizålion shall establish and maintain
procedures for veriJicalion of compliance with
speciJied requi¡ements (e.g. in the prog¡a¡flme,
tåagets, ¡nanual a¡d work ¡¡structions) and fo¡
esrablishi¡g and mainraining reco¡ds of lhe ¡esul¿s.

For eâch ¡ele!ìa¡t activi¿y or a¡ea, the orga¡izztioo
shall:

a) idenrify ând docuftent tlìe veriJicacion
inform¿lion ro be ob!åined, and specify ùe
accu¡acy reqúi¡ed of ¡esulLs;

b) Ðecify and document the verification
p¡ocdures, and lhe locariorls a¡d limÉ of
me¡sr¡¡emenl;
c) e!-râbüsh, documenc ând naint¿i¡l quali¿y
conqÞl procedures, i¡cluding calibr¿tion a¡d
qualiry conrml cha¡ts, and mainta,in record!

d) esråblish a¡d documen¿ procedu¡es for dat¿
handli¡g ând inte¡pretâtion;
e) estâblish and document acceptatnce criteria
and rhe ac¡ion to be låken rvhen ¡esul¿s a¡e
u n5ârisfacro ry;
0 Àssess and documen¡ the l"lidity of ¿ffecred
dÂ¡¡ lvhen !€rilicalion ststems a¡e found to be
malfunccioni¡g;
g) sefegì¡a¡d me&suremen¡ and test facilities f¡þm
unaurhorized adjustmen!s or damage.

4,E.1 Yon.complidnce ønd correêtitte actiotr
The r€sponsibilily and aulhori¡y for iniriadn8
iÀvescigation and coFective action in lhe event of
non-compti¿nce wilh specilied æqui¡emen¿s
¡elaring ¿o the en!ì¡Dnmentã] ma¡agement system
â¡d enrì¡onßent3l performance shall be deftned.
the orgânizálion shall estabtish and maint¿i¡l
p¡ocedurEs for such i¡rçestigarion and coûecti!€
acrion. by which the ma,nagemenl of Ìhe indiçidual
funcrion oa acfility concemed, in consultalion wilh
the ma¡agement reprclenratiçe (or ¡ nominated
depu+), shal:

â) delermi¡e the cåuse;

b) d¡arv !¡p e plân of aclion;
c) iniriâle paevendve actions comme¡surate with
the nalu¡e of lhe non-compliance;

d) 3pply co¡lt¡ols lo ensule that a¡y p¡eventiee
acdons låken a¡e effective;
e) recoad a¡y cha¡ges in procedures Ìesulting
f¡om cú.Îecli$e eclion.

4.9 En!ì¡orimenl¿I mluìsgement records
The organÞ3lion shall Èstabl.ish and mai¡rain a
stste¡n of r€cords in orde¡ !o demonstr¡le
complia¡ce \vith lhe aequiremenB of the
enlimtu'lìental mô¡lagement sFcem, a¡d !o record
rhe exienr (o \vhich pl¡¡rned enlironmental
objecaives and targetl hûve bee¡ me!.
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The o¡gadzation shall est¿btish and mail¿ain
procedures for lhe identiJ¡cÂlion, couect¡on,
indeÍi¡g, fi.l.i¡g, stoÉge, mainrenance á¡d
d¡sposilion of envi¡onmen!âj ma¡agemen¿ records,
Pefti¡len! cont¡ãcto¡ a¡d procu¡ement reco¡ds, and
the results of audits a¡d reçieÉs (see .1.10
and i.l.l) â¡d rr¿ini¡g reco¡ds (s€e {.3,{) shall
form an elemen! of these rerords,
All en!ì¡on¡nentâl r¿rcords shall be legible ând
identifìable !o the acliviry, producr o. service
in!'olved. Enli¡onment¿l ¡ecords shâll b€ to¡ed
ând mai¡tâined in such a way thar tìey a¡e readily
¡etriev'¿ble å¡d prorected ag¿insr dà¡nage,
de¡erioration or loss, and thei¡ retention time3 shall
be esBbüshed a¡d Ecorded,
P¡ocedu¡r. shá¡l be est¿bt¡shed â¡d implemented
¡egÂ¡ding the aEilabiliry of reco¡ds, both rvithin
the o¡8â¡riz¿tion and ro inte¡efed pa¡ties.

4. 10 Envi¡onment¡l mÁ¡sgemenr audits

,4,!0.l General
The org¿nizåtion shall es¡âblish and mainai¡l
procedu¡es foa audi¿s to be cã¡ried our, in o¡der to
deterrß¡¡e:

a) \vhethea or not envi¡onmenra.l mânage¡nent
ac!i!ilies confoín ro lhe enli¡onmen!ål
ma¡ragement ma¡ìual, prog¡amme, p¡ûcedu¡es
and rvork i¡stnrcaio¡s, ând a¡e i¡riplemented
effecrir"ly;
b) the effectileness of the enli¡orunentel
ñanâgemenr !-'stem in fufiüi¡g the
orga¡i?årion's envL'Þnmenr¿l potiqv.

For this purpose, rhe orga¡iz¿lion sha[ esrâblish
and mai¡tåin an aud¡t prog¡am¡ne.

4.L0,2.{udit progmmme
The eudit p¡og¡¡rnme shall deâl \vich che fo[olving
point.5.

a) The speciJÌc acriliries â¡d a¡ear to be audlled,
which i¡rclude:

l) o¡!¡¡izâtional struc¡ureJ;

2) administr¡tive and ope¡aaiona¡ p.ocedu¡es;

3) rvor'k areas, ope¡?lions and pocess€s.

b) The frequency of audiri¡g of each
acd(iry/a¡ea, audì!s being s.heduled on rhe basls
of rhe con!¡ibution, both actua-l and potent¡al, of
che actirity concerned to s¡g¡jficanr
en!'ùon¡nen¡3l effeclt, a¡d lhe resulls of
Preliot!5 audits.
c) The respo¡Jibil¡qy for audiiing each 

'

acrir'it)-,'â¡ea,
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4.L0.3 Åud.ît protocoLs aid, prþcedufts
The audit p¡otocols and procedu¡s sha.U deâI with
t¡e followfng points.

a) DocumenBtion, r€po¡ts and ¡ecords.
b) Envi¡onmenEl p€rfomance.
c) Felson¡el ¡equi¡eme¡rs, â¡d speciJÌcally t¡¿¡
¡hose ca¡r]'i¡g out the audits:

I) a¡e su-filcientÌy indep€ndent of the activities
they audlt to mske an objecrive and impå¡tial
judgemen¿;

2) have sufüqient expertise in relelrltt
disciplines;

3) have suppo¡t, B'here necessâly, f¡om a
pide¡ range of sÞecialbts, *ho may be internâl
or etternal to the org¡¡rÍz¡tion.

d) lfelhodologies for conducti¡g the âudirs,
which may involve rhe use of quesrion¡Âi¡es,
checldis¡s, i¡tereier¡s, me¿sü¡ements and di¡ect
obs€.!ãtions, depending on rhe natu¡e of the
func¡ion bei¡g audjted.

e) Érocedures for reporring âudi¡ findi¡gs to
those responsible for the acriviÈy/a¡ea aud¡ted,
who sha]l ¡ake ti¡nely ¿ciion on reponed
defÌciencies. Reporting shau âdd¡ess:

l) conJo¡mity o. rion.conJo¡mity of the
envùonmenrål mânagemen! system elements
wi!h specilied ¡equi¡emen¿s;
2) the effectiveness of rhe i¡npleñented
enli¡ðnnent¿l mânagemen¡ srstem in meeti¡g
objecriv€5 and l¿¡gets;
3) implemenr¿tion a¡d effectiveness of any
cor¡eclive actions recommended in p¡evious
aud¡t5;

4) conclEiorìs ând ¡ecomñendations.

4,U. Envf¡onmentál mona€Íemenr reyieçs
the or8¡urizârion's ma¡lagement shall, at intert¡åls
it determi¡es, ¡eview the envi¡orune¡tål
managemenl sr¡stem âdopted to sâtisfy the
Equi¡emenls of Èhjs slanda¡d, to ensu¡e ¡ts
continuhg suitåbiliry â¡rd effec¿iveness. Thjs
¡e!ie\ç shall be documented. The ensi¡on¡nent¿l
ma¡âgemenc review shall also address the possible
need for clEnges lo the policy a¡d objecti!'es, in
the ti8hr of changi¡rg c¡¡cunilances ând lhe
conmitmen¿ to conli¡r!¡âl impaoçemen!.





Appendix 5 -

Resource Protection: Environmental protection
Resource Requirements Summary

The following oúlines the resource requirements that are n€€ded to bring WSC into

complete compliance with the regulations set out in wsc's Reglterof Regulations and corporate

Policy 500.17: Protection and Enhancement of the Environment. Resources are needed to:

(A) continue the implementation of WSC's Environmental Ma¡agement System

(B) continue wok on the environmental databas€

This means Resource Protection requ¡res .s weeks to complete the task, another party at the

locat¡on will have to contr¡bute .5 weeks and some work is required at the corporate level.

ln total there are 108.3 weeks of initial and 13.6 weeks of annual Resource protection time

required. There are at leastl0 further weeks ¡f Health and Safety considerations are added and CS

7000 procedures drafted and implemented. There are 1 1.1 weeks of other location personnels'

time required (for instance Facilities, Procurement, etc.). corporate t¡me is also required but is not

broken down here.
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A. Looking at each of the stages of the EMS process reveals a need for attent¡on to a number

of items. These stages are:

1. The Corporate Environmental Policy is in place.

. Further discussion needed on inclusion of Montreal Protocol, ICC Sustainable

Developrnent Principles,'continual improvement" clause, etc.

0 LO=.2 C

. Keep drafts of corporate standards and pol¡cies current

.2
. Establish med¡um for communicating progress to employees

.5

2. Organization and Respons¡b¡lities.

. Senior managers to deline roles and responsib¡lities.

LO=.5

3. Register of Regulations

" Add'Resource Use'and 'Real Estate' categories

,2
. Add'Health and Safety' categories (depends upon ISO standard)

5.0.
. Add lCC, lvlontreal, etc.

l. Policy
2. Organ¡zation and Responsibilities



.2
. Semi-annual review for up-dates

1.Olyr.
. Ma¡ntenance

.2ly r

4. Register of Environmentaf Effects

. Add'Resource Use'and'RealEstate'categories

2.0

Add 'Health and Safety' categories (depends upon ISO standard)

5.0.
. Add lCC, Montreal, etc. (depends upon discussion ¡n #i above)

1.0
. Semi-annual review for up.dates

1.Olyt
. Maintenance

3.Olyt

5. Objectives and Targets

. Review to establish objectives and targets (including preparation of all participants)

.2 LO= 1.0 C

6. Operational Control. Control, verif¡cation, measurement, and testing.

Procedures required:

. Requirements from Reg¡ster of Envi¡onmental Etfects (Appendix A)

19.6 + .4lyr 4.4 C

. lmplementation of above (@ 3:1)

5 8. 8 nla nla
. Continued implementation and maintenenance of above (@ 1:i)

1 9.6 nla nla
. Procedures for compliance with Corporate Standard TOOO (Appendíx B)

Future C

. lmplementation of above (@ 3:1)



Futu re nla nla
. Continued implementat¡on and maíntenenance of above (@ i:1)

Future nla nla

7. Management Manual

. Design, development, editing and approval .

3.0 LO = 1.0

8. Management Program, Functional respons¡bilit¡es outsíde of Resou¡'ce protection Dept.

On-going monitoring of acliv¡ties

0 LO = l.O
. On.going evaluation of new activities

0 LO = 1.0

9. Reviews

. Discussion of EMS

1.0

1 0. Audíts

lntemal:

2.Otyt
. Organizational

. Administrat¡ve

. Work areas

Extemal:

2.0lyt
. Suppliers

. Contractors

1 1. Records

4.0lyt
. Collectíon

. Maintenance



The rist has been prioritized based on the number of t¡mes that the requirement appears.in
the Register, if it satisfies a due dirigence requirement, and the autho/s perception of the
¡mportance of the requirement in the overall environmental management scherne.

Total for Appendix A:

19.6 + ,4lyr LO = 4.4 C

' DD - denotes an environmental due diiigence requirement

1. Scope of Envlronmental Cons¡derat¡ons ín Business Areas (OD)

Broaden scope of environmentar considerations in business areas, The emerging
environmentar management system standards are símirar to those of quaiity management system
standards ' they are all'entailing and ¡n ths true sense systematic. Environmental awareness
shourd be stimurated just as was quarity awafeness. could be íncorporated into such things as
MFA's.

2.0

2' Materiars Handring: procurement, sto¡age and rransportatÌon procedure

A Materiars Handring: procurement, storage and rransportation procedure is needed to
formally address rhe identification, mark¡ng, storage, transportation and, in some câses, the
disposal of wsc substances which have the potential for harmful environmental effects, Besides
inspections, audits, and record'keeping, the above procedure shourd also ensu¡,e that the
hazardous materiars rocat¡on r¡st is kept cunent. rt shourd be noted that wsc,s operation is in
compliance with armost every envifonmentar feguration, with the except¡on of the manner of
storage of certain goods and the quantities stored of these goods,
.5 (MCS may have)

3. Environmental Risk Analysis (DD)

An env¡ronmental risk anarysis is needed. one of the primary purposes of the env¡ronmentar
management system is to pfepare for the unexpected. A risk anerysis makes statistical
determinations and stimulates in.depth thinking in aid of such preparation.
2.0



4. NT Corporate Environmental Policy (DD)

The NT Corporate Environmental Policy should be adhered to more closely. Many of the

shortcomings that WSC has in the a¡ea of environmental protection could be improved at the

source if there was a w¡der recogn¡tion and active implementation of the NT Environmental Policy.

.5

5. Materials Handling: Vendors' Procedure

Similar to the above, but aimed at WSC associates rather than WSC personnel, is the Materials

Handling: Vendors' Procedure. This is needed to control and monitor the act¡vities of jan¡torial,

food service, landscaping, and numerous other personnel for whom WSC is ¡ndirec y

responsible.

.5

6 & 7, Resource Protection: Vendor/Product Reportfng Procedure

A Resou¡ce Protection: Vendor Reporting Procedure and a Resource Protect¡on: product

Reporting Procedure are required. The Resource Protection department is currently unable to

make determinations, and hence proper decisions under its jurisdiction, on the activit¡es of its

assoc¡ates and the environmental effects of its products without complete information. This

procedure requires Facilities, Procurement, or any other appropriate department to report to

Resource Protection on any env¡ronmental considerations which might arise in the course of a

day's business activities.

1.0

8. Resource Protection Product lnput (DD)

More ¡nput by Resource Protection should be made into the product gating and development

process. Considerations regarding the use of ha¡mful substances, non-compliant suppliers, in-

etficient use of resources, and minimization of waste such as packaging are all in the domain of

Resource Protect¡on and âre best addressed at this early stage.

.5

9. lncídent Management Procedure (DD)

The current lnc¡dent Management Procedúre should be improved to incorpoÍate the

requirements of the Directo/s release reporting procedures and focus more on envi¡onmental

concefns.

,5

c



't 0, Emergency Response Assistance plan (DD)

The Emergency Response Assistance plan should be exlended to include equipment

inspections and inventory tracking of items such as absorbents. The ERAp documentation

should also include the government's threshold quantities of goods and this should be kepf

current.

,5 + ,2lyr

11 & 12. Point So urce/No n-Po ¡nt Source lnspection and Monitoring procedure

Both Point Source and Non-Point Source lnspection and Monitoring procedures are

required. Point source discharges include the release of substances leaving wsc by the city's

sanitary sewer system. Fegular liquid effluent testing is required. Non-point source discharges

include herbicides, fert¡lizers, possibly pesticides, and petroleum hydrocarbons emanating from

veh¡cles occupying the parking lots. A regular testing program is wananted to ensure the pollut¡on

reduct¡on goals of Northem Telecom.

1.0

13. Associates' Compliance and Approvals êonfi¡mation List

An Associates' Compl¡ance and Approvals Confirmation List is required, Audits of suppliers,

and service contractors' envkonmental regulatory compliance ate ofien only as good as the word

of those parties. The appropriate authorities must be questioned about the lrack records of WSC

associates. Further, the authorít¡es will also know whether or not associates' activities are subject

to govemment approval.

I.0

14. Facilities Change: Fleporting P¡ocedure

A Facilities Change: Reporting Procedure is needed to keep Resource Protection apprised

of activities which could result in harmful enviÍonmental etfects. Th¡s is especially important if an

expansion ¡s pfanned or a structure vacated.

.5

15. Chemical Storage Floom

Changes are needed in the area of chemical storage. The chemical storage room should

either exist as a satellite to the main plant or a waterproof door installed and dry extinguishers put

¡n place of the present wet extinguishers. This is because there ¡s a good chance that hazardous



materials would be dispersed throughout the plant via the high volume of extinguishing water

emitted during activation of the fire ptotect¡on system.

LO = 3.0 C

16. Publ¡c lnteraction Reporting Procedure (DD)

Often the best solutions to a problem and the eari¡est indications of a problem come from

employees and the public at large. Yet no formal mechanism exists to log employee and public

¡nput into environmental matters, although this is mandated in the NT Corporate Environmental

Policy. A Publ¡c lnteraction Reporting Procedure is suggested to rectify this situation. Records of

WSC's environment-oriented program involvement with various associat¡ons, organizations and

the community should also be generated by this procedure.

.5 C

f7. Product lnlormation Determination Procedure

A Product f nformation Determinat¡on Procedure is needed ¡n order to ensure that incoming

and outgoing goods are both properly labeled and accompanied by the proper Materials Safety

Data Sheets (MSDS). The age of MSDS'S and a tracking system should also be addÍessed when

designing and implementing this procedure.

1.0

18, Hazardous Substances Tracking Procedure

A Hazardous Substances Track¡ng Procedure is required to track National Pollutants Release

lnventory (NPRI) substances, as the list will grow and thresholds lower. Formal recognition at WSC

should be made of these substances, deemed by lhe federal government to be environmentally

harmful. This would aid in the reduction and eventual elimination of these substances.

,5 LO=.5

19, Tracking of Lead Emissions

WSC's most damaging air-emitted substance appears to be lead. Although below

government limits, the emission of lead is not tracked. Tracking lead emissíons is the fißt step

toward the Íeduction of these emissions,

.5



20. Trackíng of Waste Manifests

The tracking of waste manifests should be more actively pursued. The exact destination and

time of aníval of hazardous waste emanating from WSC must be determined to ensure safe

d¡sposal of these materials.

.5



- Appendix 6 -

Nitrogen Inerting for Wave Soldering
Capital Funds Appropriation

(Exerpted from Northem Telecom WNÇ 1994.)

MATERIAL: Soldering
(US Dollars)

Air (current) N! lproposed)

1. solder bar $1s,630 99,378

2. dross reclaim (9470) $0

3. nitrogen $0 91,1,,1,67

4. flux

5. solvent

6. waste

Sub-Total $15,160 s20,545
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- Appendix 7 -

"How to Indude Environmental Costs into

Wireless Networks Ctlgu.y Decisions -

A Practical Guide"

prepared for Northern Telecom WNC
by |eff Everett

Natural Resources Institute'
Universitv of Manitoba

May,7995
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Introduction

Much is being written these days about the need for companies to become more'green'.

Many of the discussions revolve around the harmful effects that businesses have on the

environment, and lvhat these businesses should do to improve their perforrnance. Holvever,

there is a lack of information on how companies ca.n pracäcabþ implement these suggestions.

The need for this information is greater now that it has ever beery as consumer/s environmental

awareness grorvs, environmentaì legislation strengthens, and companies begin adopting

intemational environmental business standards.

This guide provides some of the environmentally-related information that a decision-

maker needs to include when he or she makes a financial business decision. With this guide

previously ignored costs a¡e identified so that they may be taken into account when competing

options are compared or when everyday operations are analyzed, Admittedly, this increases

the complexity of decision-making, but with experience and practice, the consideration of the

environmental costs involved in WNC operations will become easier.

The Environmental Protection Cost Ftamework

The fi¡st task in dealing with environmentally-related costs is to identify them. This

is not particularly easy as many of these costs a¡e hidden-incurred without our notice-and

even if noticed escape our ability to place dollar figures upon them. Not only this,

environmental costs may be imposed by WNC via entities other than WNC products and

processes. Suppliers, produci designers, contractors and vendors, and even employees may all act

as'vectors' for the imposition of WNC's environmental costs.

Once a cost has been identified, the other task is to properly handle it. One has to

consider, for instance, whether or not WNC wishes to assume responsibility for the cost (i.e.,

capture or intemalize it). The philosophical question of how much cost a firm is to intemalize

has been much debated; neverthelesq the current era suggests an ever expanding role and

greater responsibilities for businesses. So as times change, perhaps more of these costs have to

be 'captured'. tn deciding whether or not to câpture a given cost, the decision-maker may have

to refer to the corporate environmental policy, or a higher organizational authority.



Having decided that a cost is indeed the fesponsibility of WNÇ it must then be

accounted for. To do this the first thing that must be done is to quantify or estimate the cost. If
the cost can not conceivably have a ¡nonetary value placed upon it, then it must simply be

acknorvledged and assigned a narrative or verba.l descriptor. If the cost can be quantified, bui

only roughly, a range of values should be assigned to it, along with a narrative descriptor.

Finaìly, if the cost can be reasonably estimated, it should be handled using the WNC

management accounting and financial techniques of capital budgeting (capital funds

appropriatiory net pÌesent vaìue, etc.) or activity-based costing (ABC). Generally speaking, if
the cost is a one time cost it should be handled through capital budgeting; if it is an on-going

cost, then ABC is preferable. To facilitate this thought process, a framework was developed

and appears in Figure 1.

The EPC framework reads from left to right, according to the process of: identifying cost

vectors, identifying the cost and ownership of the cost, and then deciding on holv to

ha¡dle the cost. At each of these three steps the decision-maker asks certain

questions.

Step l.Identify cost vectors.

Q. Looking at the list of entities under item 1 in the framervork, the decision-maker

asks the question: if a given option is followed, WNC will impose costs on society

and/or the environment through which entities: suppliers? designers? vendors? etc.

Step 2. Identify cost and ownership of cost,

Q. Looking at the list of costs under item 2 in the frameworþ the decision-maker asks

the questions:

(1) of all the possible costs/ which one(s) would be relevant if this option is

followed?

(2) regarding the ownership of the cost(s), if this option is followed, will the

relevant cost(s) be incurred by WNC or passed on to outside parties? That is, which

. costs do rve as a firm capfure (intemalize)?

Step 3. Decide on how to handle costs.

Q. The relevant costs may be of an on-going or a one.time natu¡e. If they are of an on-

going nature, the decision to incur these costs will be made within an operational

decision-making framelvork. If they are of a one.time nature, the decision to incur

these costs will be made within a shategic decision-making framework



The relevant model to be applied in the case of operational decisions is activity-

based costing. In the case of strategic decisions, the relevant model to be applied is

strategic costing, with its primary analysis procedures of capital budgeting.

Thus, the question the decision-maker asks here is: a¡e the costs of a.n on-going or a

one-fime nafure?

Alsq some costs may be easily quantified and put into monetary terms; others not.

Often, with some effort, they can at least be estimated. So to account for costs, the

decision-maker asks the question: is the cost quantifiable? If so, then it can treated

under either the financial analysis technique of capital budgeting or the cost

accounting technique of activity-based costing, If not, the cost can be assigned a

verbal or narrative descriptor.

Through this identification and decision process, costs which were previously

uruecognized can be brought into WNC's financial decision-making and cost accounting system.

Further, by using the framework repeatedly, costs lvhich have typically not been captured

(intemalized) will be able to be captured, according to the changing perception of WNC

decision-makers.

The Contingency Decision Tree and the Risk Factor Determination Models

Often costs involve a probability of occurrence, i.e., they møy be incurred, In these cases

the actual cost is the product of the probabiliiy and the likely cost. An example of this occurs

when WNC faces a fine for being out-of-compliance rvith an environmental or safety regulation.

Suppose it says in the regulation that a breach ca¡ries a maximum fine g1000. Suppose further

that WNC as a corporate citizen is neither particularly 'bad' nor particularly ,good,. Finally,

suppose that WNC has a 50/50 chance of being caught. So while the penalty may be $1000, it
should only be carried on the books as a 'contingent lìabilit¡/ of $250 ($1000 x ,5 x 5).

The contingency decision tree (Figure 2) is used to visually demonstrate this

probability/ cost situation. Xu is the 91000 maximum fine, p is the 'WNC-neither-good-nor-

bad' estímate, and n is the 50/50 chance of being caught.

It is not as simple as saying that WNC is neither good nor bad, horvever. So an

additional model, the risk factor determination model (Figure 3), is needed. This model is used

to determine 'p' in the contingency decision tree above.



Conclusion

The f¡amework .nd models depicted in the guide are not intended to be used rigorously
or strictly adhered to. They are designed only to: (1) stimulate thinking about some of the

'othe1 costs involved in WNC's day-to-day operations, and (2) facilitate the task of
estimating the arnount and magnitude of these costs. Thus, one should not expect the framework
to provide hard and fast numbers or definitive answers. This should not be surprising; the fact

that there a¡e so many unresolved issues relating to envi¡onmental management has much to do
with our inabiTty to 'compartmentalize' and quantify our surroundings.

A more detailed description of the framework and general environmentally-related
business issues a¡e documented in the autho/s complete study, which is available from wNC
Resource Protection. For other i¡formation rrfer to wNC's environmental management system.



- Environmental Protection Cost Framework

1. Identify
cost vectors

2. Identify cost and _ \ 3. Decide on how
owneréhip of cost to handle cost
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Treat¡rent Cosb

Training
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Consulting/Lawyer Fees
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Hazardous MaL Handling

Opportunity Costs:
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- Increased MortaliÇ
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OpportuniÇ Costs:

- Loss of Bio-diversiÇ

- Loss of Aesthetic Resou¡ces

Figure 1 - The Environmental Protection Cost Framework
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Figure 2 - The Contingency Decision Tree

Risk Factor Determination

Risk Factor'p'= f (WeighrxRaring)=( ) x (

Figure 3 - The Risk Factor Determination Model
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